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Genera) Robert E. Lee* coonander of the Confederate forces* sur¬
rendered to General Ulysses S. Grant at Appomattox Court House* Virginia
on April 9* 1865. This ended one of the most tragic and costly wars In
the history of this country* In terms of lives lost* money spent* family
ties severed* and spirits demoralized. The beaten Confederate soldier
returned sadly to his home* which now lay In ruins. About four million
black people were able to cast off their fetters and relish In a new
freedom heretofore only enjoyed by a few blacks* and even this group had
been proscribed In many ways.
Hall County* Georgia* nestled somewhat securely at the foothills
of the Appalachian Mountains In the northeast piedmont region* was In Its
forty-seventh year of existence. It had been a participant In the civil
strife* and the wounds were deep.
In 1865 the Thirteenth Amendment* which officially abolished slavery*
was added to the Constitution of the United States; the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments were also added In 1868 and 1870 respectively. The
latter two amendments defined citizenship and Insured the right to vote
to all citizens In that order. Reconstruction was In full progress.
Negroes were elected to political positions ranging from local to national
levels. The horizon seemed brighter* but white Southerners had other plans
In mind.
The white Southerners* with the Civil War fresh In their minds* made
a concerted effort to win back the South they had lost* They were success¬
ful. The most cowardly and ludicrous tactic of all was the organization
of groups such as the Ku Klux Klan and the Knights of the White Camelia.
These organizations "swept back the tide and redeemed the land for those
they believed to be its rightful Caucasian masters."^
They employed the idea of the bloc vote and consistently voted the
Democratic ticket. Then came the Presidential election of 1877 and the
alleged compromise that saw Rutherford B. Hayes the victor over Samuel J.
Tilden. The road to victory ves not easy, and a deal was supposedly made.
The terms of the deal were: "Hayes would be President in return for the
prompt removal of federal troops from South Carolina and Louisiana by the
new administration."^ History shows that after Hayes was inaugurated, the
above allegation became a reality, and he was lauded and honored through¬
out the South. For the Negro the horizon once again became gloomy with
dark clouds of fear, doubt and despair*
As the Southern whites began to gain control of the machinery of
politics once again, proscriptive measures of all kinds were set in motion.
The Negro "suffered humiliation in the form of 'Jim Crow' laws, lynchings,
and the convict lease system."^ "Jim Crow" laws, prohibiting Negroes from
using certain facilities, appeared throughout the South. Just as proscrip¬
tion came into popular usage to create a "New South", so did lynchings.
^Robert H. Brisbane, The Black Vanguard: Origins of the Negro Revo¬
lution. 1900-1960 (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 19o9), p* 10.
^Ibid*. p. 20.
^Clarence A. Bacote, "Negro Proscriptions, Protests, and Proposed
Solutions in Georgia 1880-1908," Journal of Southern History. XXV (Novem¬
ber, 1959), 471.
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"Betvfeen 1888 and 1903 there were a total of 241 Negroes lynched In
Georgia. . . It is further asserted that:
Lynchings were so prevalent in Georgia that Negroes
became convinced that few of the victims were actually
guilty. In fact* it was proposed that Negroes should set
aside Memorial Day, May 30, for the purpose of paying res¬
pect to the innocent victims of mob violence and ministers
were urged to enlist the support of their congregations for
such a movement.^
Many alleged rapes could not be justified, but conveniently served
as an excuse to eradicate a Negro. Nothing is said of the white men who
were guilty of assaults on black women.
Then there was the convict lease system, which, in essence, was a
form of peonage. Many are the instances of Negroes being sent to the
"chain-gang" for minor offenses, then released to the cotton planters and
other farmers.
White politicians, all over the South, got on the racial bandwagon,
and degraded the Negro at every turn. The horizon of hope grew dimmer.
By 1890 Mississippi had enacted a "Second Mississippi Plan" aimed
at disfranchising the Negro.^ Other states followed Mississippi's lead.
In 1895 Booker T. Washington, in a speech which has come to be known as
the "Atlanta Compromise", gave up the political rights of the Negro in
favor of economic gains*through agricultural and industrial efforts. And
in 1896 the United States Supreme Court sanctioned segregation in the case
of Plessv V. Ferguson.
hbid.. p. 478.
^Ibid.. p. 479.
3c. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1951)» p» 321.
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It Is in this milieu that we examine the Negro in Hall County,
Georgia from 1897 to 1908
CHAPTER I
HISTORY OF HALL COUNTY
On December 15« 1818, out of the land acquired from the Cherokee
Indians, Hall County was formed. This was done by the Lottery Act of 1818
whereby the land was divided Into counties and then Into plots containing
202^ acres. Each citizen was given one chance to draw to obtain title
to a plot of land. Hall County was named for Doctor Lyman Hall, one of
the signers of the Declaration of Independence on behalf of Georgia, who
later became governor of Georgia, and finally a judge In Chatham County.^
On April 21, 1821, Governor John Clark approved an act chartering
the town of Gainesville, formerly called "Hule Camp Springs". The county
seat was organized at the location of a spring at the foot of the present
Spring Street at which early traders and the Cherokee Indians gathered to
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trade. There are two versions of how Gainesville got Its name. The first
suggests that It came from an old pioneer family named Gaines, and the
second asserts that It was named for General Ecknund Pendeleton Gaines, t«ho
was Instrumental In adjusting the differences between the state of Georgia
and the Cherokee.3
UMrs.) James E. Bates, "Gainesville's First 150 Years," Georgia





The upper piedmont region, where Gainesville is located, is not very
suitable for the growing of cotton. Although there were some slaves in
the region, the unsuitability of the land proscribed the increase in the
number of these servile people.
In December, I85I, Gainesville was virtually destroyed by fire.^
The city eventually became somewhat of a resort, with several hotels and
boarding houses to accommodate visitors patronizing the mineral springs
in the area.
Around the turn of the century most of the Negroes, as well as whites,
lived in the rural portions of the county as opposed to living within the
city limits of Gainesville. There were no geographical sections of the
county that could be labelled as "Negro Sections". Large numbers of
Negroes who were virtually driven out of surrounding counties, chiefly,
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Dawson and Forsyth counties, settled in Hall County. This seems to sug¬
gest that conditions for Negroes in Hall County were better than those in
neighboring counties. The census report for I89O shows the Negro popula¬
tion of the county to be 2,767. The census for 1900 reported the population
of Hall County to be 20,752, of which 4,382 were residents of the city of
Gainesville. Of the total population of the county in 1900, 3*272 were
Negroes. By 1910 the number of Negroes in the county had increased to
4,030.
Gainesville has had several newspapers among which was the Industrial
News, later called the Georgia Cracker, and even later the Gainesville
^Ibid., p. 15.
^Linda Gail Housch, "Hall's Negro: His Shackled, Unshackled Past,"
Gainesville Daily Times, Sesquicentennial Edition, March 23, 1969, p* 9-C.
News* Henry Wilkes Jones Ham was the editor and publisher of the Georgia
Cracker during the period of this investigation* He later sold the
Cracker to Albert S* Hardy who published the paper beginning on May 14,
1902, under the title of the Gainesville News*
Ham was born in Burke County, Georgia on July 3» I85I* Because of
his family's limited income he did not have much formal education* His
tastes were decidedly literary, and from 1874 to 1881, he devoted himself
to journalism* During this time he was connected with several leading
newspapers in Georgia and other states* He retired from journalism in
1881 and engaged in other pursuits* He was clerk of the Georgia House of
Representatives during the sessions of 1877* In 1882, I883, and 1884, he
held the office of messenger of the national House of Representatives.^
Hardy was born in Jasper County near Nonticello* He attended Gordon
Institute at Barnesville* Before buying the Georgia Cracker, he worked
for the Macon Gazette*^
There was at one time, a paper edited by various Negroes called the
Messenger*3 The names of the editors are not certain, but Mrs* Roberta
Cifors, a Hall countian for over seventy-two years, suspects that they were
Reverends Thompson and Hunter, two leading Baptist ministers of this period*
Today, census report for 1970 shows the population of Hall County to
'from various issues of the Gainesville Georgia Cracker and Gaines¬
ville News, and other information that could be gathered with the help of
Mrs* Sybil McRay, Gainesville historian and library assistant*
^"Gainesville Newspapers through the Years," Gainesville Daily Times*
Sesguicentennial Edition, March 23, 19^9, p* 4-D*
^Gainesville News. May 14, 1904, p* 2*
^rs* Roberta Cifors, private interview, June 25, 1972*
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be $9>405> of which 5»977 are Negroes* It is primarily an industrial
county, with a small percentage of the populace holding sophisticated jobs.
CHAPTER II
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF NEGROES
In 1897 whites in the South thought that they could act In any
debasing and vicious manner toward the Negro and justify the actions by
white supremacy. Tom Watson of Georgia* epitomized this viewpoint.^ In
the late I890's* Watson began to repudiate politics as a mode of racial
control and became the state's foremost advocate of proposals to remove
Negroes from political life. Many politicians as well as other Georgians
began to subscribe to this prejudiced mode of thinking. The politicians
of Hall County were no exception. The political leaders were quick to
recognize the power the black man wielded with the franchise* and the
efforts made by the three major political parties during this period to
acquire the black man's vote resulted* according to the editor of the
Georgia Cracker, In a "scramble for the purchasable negro vote."^ He fur¬
ther asserted that "as both sides /parties/ Invariably work for It so
zealously* It Is demoralizing."*'
Whether the recognition on the part of the politicians of the presence
of a potential vote In their favor Is demoralizing or good political thlnk-
^Lawrence Friedman* The White Savage: Racial Fantasies In the Post-
bellum South (Englewood Cliffs* N, J.: Prentice-Hall* Inc,* 1970^* p. 91*
^Gainesville Georgia Cracker. February 25* 1899* p« 4. Hereafter




Ing, is a matter of opinion. The fact still remains that the power of the
black voter in Hall County was acknowledged.
Political parties in Hall County ran somewhat parallel to those at
the state and national levels» with the Democratic and Republican factions
vying for the votes of the citizenry, with the Populist party represented
to some minor degree. It is almost common knowledge, however, that at the
end of the Civil War, the majority of white Southerners began the strategy
of the bloc vote, and invariably voted the Democratic ticket. This was
done in retaliation for the damage done to the South during the Civil War
when Abraham Lincoln, a Republican, resided in the White House. All
•'loyal Southerners'* were now Democratic, regardless of their former poli¬
tical inclinations. C. Vann Woodward attests to this fact more clearly
when he asserted that "any honest genealogy of the ruling family of Southern
Democrats would reveal a strain of mixed blood." He goes further to say
that the mixture was one of "Whiggisro and Democracy. . . If editorials
may be accepted as an index to the thinking of a coraiminity, then it is safe
to conclude that most Hall countians were loyal Southerners, for the editor
of the local newspaper spoke vehemently in favor of the Democratic party
and its candidates. On one occasion he proclaimed: "Always Democratic,
the Cracker is ever ready to champion the cause of the people and to fight
for the principles of the party." He further challenged the party members
to "stand squarely on the Democratic platform, and never waver. An occas¬
ional defeat should not cause you to lose sight of the principles of the
^Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 1.
2
Georgia Cracker. January 29, 1898, p. 4.
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party«"^ In attempting to procure votes for the Democratic party, the
editor of the Georgia Cracker made this claim: "The Democratic nominees
are all good men and there is no reason why they shouldn't be elected."^
Most Negroes, because of their allegiance to Abraham Lincoln, the
"Great Emancipator", allied themselves with the Republican party. During
this period some Negro farmers had allied themselves with the Populist
party, while others had even Joined the Democratic faction. There was
always a desire on the part of Democratic politicians to secure the Negro
vote. "This Way Freemen" was a slogan that served as a Democratic appeal
for Negro votes.^
Although evidence seems to suggest that there were no black members
of the Democratic party in Hall County, their votes were desired. There
were also Negroes who voted the Democratic ticket and worked for the cause
of the Democrats. This was substantiated by an obituary that appeared in
the Georgia Cracker on March 9, 1904, on the death of Reverend Jack Nichols,
a local Negro minister. It read:
He was one of the most prominent figures among the colored
population in our midst. During slavery times he belonged to
the late 0. B. Thompson, father of the present mayor of Gaines-
ville.
Jack always affiliated with the Democrats in politics during
the days tJien the party needed votes. He was not a Democrat
himself, but would always turn a trick for the Democratic party
among the people of his race, in both county and state politics.
His influence was always sought by the white people when they
wanted the help of the Negroes.
Evidence seems to intimate further that other tactics were employed
to appeal to the Negro voters of Hall County. Charles H. J. Taylor, a
hbid.
^Ibid.
Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 104
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prominent Negro Democrat from Atlanta, was in Gainesville on one occasion.
Taylor had been minister to Liberia under Grover Cleveland, and was now
editor of a Democratic paper in Atlanta.^ No reason for the visit was
cited, but one can safely infer that his sojourn was more than purely
social.
There are several reasons why Negroes aligned with the Democratic
party in Gainesville as well as throughout the South. One Negro is reported
to have said he did not think Negro people could afford to stand against
the t4>ite people. He averred that the Republicans knew that the Negroes
were poor and ignorant, and that it was a bad thing for the former to take
advantage of people in such a condition.^ Many Negroes feared the wrath
of the white hatemongers, and voted the Democratic ticket to placate them.
Notwithstanding the certainty that some Negroes voted with the Demo¬
cratic party in Hall County, facts tend to support the thesis that most of
the black voters rallied behind the Republican party. This had a decided
effect on local politics. Because of the alliance between black and white
Republicans, they were able to win at the polls. In the mayoralty election
of 1897, d. B. Gaston, a white Republican, defeated H. H. Dean, a D&no-
crat.^ In a town where the United Veterans of the Confederacy were
extremely popular, a Republican could not have won without some sort of
coalition. The writer is of the opinion that the coalition was with the
black voters, for it is only after this election that the editor of the
^Georgia Cracker, July 30» I898, p. 1. See Bacote, "Negro Proscrip¬
tions ,
^Henderson H. Donald, The Negro Freedman (New York: Henry Schuraan
Company, 1952), p. 203.
^Georgia Cracker. December 18, 1897, p. 1.
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Georgia Cracker began to editoraTfze on the evils of the black vote* sug¬
gesting that the black votes were bought, and he further expounded the
need for a white primary asserting that "a white primary is the only way
for Democrats to settle contests* Have a vihite primary and eliminate the
negro vote.^^ When Gaston, the Republican mayor, assumed his duties, the
editor of the Georgia Cracker openly expressed his disapproval when he
said: "Gainesville ought to have a Democratic mayor* * * *"^ The matter
of the white primary will be treated later, but a further look at Negro
involvement in the Republican party is necessary at this juncture*
Negroes in Hall County not only voted with the Republican party,
but also attended the party's district conventions* This was viewed with
disgust by the editor of the Gainesville News*^ Blacks were not just mutes
at the conventions, but on the contrary were extremely vocal as the fol¬
lowing news article will attest:
Lem Haywood, colored, and Professor Williams, colored, both
of Gainesville, also "got the floor" for a few remarks, and swore
* * * that if Colonel Farrow was "ousted" there would be thunder
to play with the 5*000 negro Republicans of the district, that
they couldn't do much but that they would add 5*000 votes to Tom
Bell's (Democrat) majority in the November election*^
These were very vigorous words* and tend to suggest that the Negro
Republicans were not going to stand idly by and watch their candidate lose
the nomination* They wanted their power recognized*
From the many negative remarks made about the Republican party it is
hbid.* October 22* I898, p* 8*
2
Georgia Cracker, December 11* 1897* p* 4*
^Gainesville News, July I3* 1904* p* 2.
^Ibid** p* 5.
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not difficult to conclude how the Georgia Cracker felt about the same.
The Populist party was not held in high esteem by the editor of the Georgia
Cracker either. He said: "The Populist party has been in existence several
years, but so far as can be ascertained, no good has become of it."^ When
Tom Watson began to lose interest in the Populist party, the editor asked
the question: "Doesn't this mean that the Populist party is dead?"^ One
needs only to recall that the Populist party had attracted many Negroes
to its camp in order to see why the editor of the Georgia Cracker felt as
he did.
Although there was some participation in politics on the part of
Negroes in Hall County, by 1897 this was minimal. One historian of the
South has pointed out that:
The specter of white men appealing for the Negro votes and
the decisive role which such ballots had often played in the
Populist Revolt buried internal sectionalism after I896, and
white conservatives and liberals joined in the movement to cur¬
tail the Negro vote. All classes joined in the campaign which
swept the remaining Southern states down the path blazed by
Mississippi and South Carolina. The crusade saw so firm a
union among whites that even the state Republican organization
disavowed their Negro supporters and took on a "Lily White" com¬
plexion. The only issue became the maintenance of white supre¬
macy, and everything else was subordinated to implementing and
perpetuating this idea.3
With all factions turning against him, the Negro's case seemed hope¬
less. C. Vann Woodward noted that: "With the white Republicans indifferent,
the Populist divided, and the Negro himself apathetic, resistance to dis¬
franchisement from within the South reached a low point in 1898.^
^Georgia Cracker. March 19, I898, p. 4.
^Ibid.
^John^Samuel Ezell, The South Since 1865 (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 19o3}, p. I80.
Woodward, Origins of the New Sooth, p. 324.
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Republicans were heard to say, "I will not make a negro my ruler....
I was a white man before I was a Republican."^ This very adequately suras
up the feelings of most whites of this period, and is a valid reason idiy
Negro participation In politics was close to none, especially In small
rural counties as Hall County was. Appointment or elections of Negroes
to political positions was virtually nonexistent. Only one reference was
found of a Negro being appointed to a position, and It turned out to be a
hoax.
The facts of the case are that a Negro named HI Hedge Hill was
appointed Deputy Revenue Collector by Henry Rucker of Atlanta, the Negro
Collector of Internal Revenue for Georgia. When the announcement of Hill's
appointment was made public, the Georgia Cracker referred to him as a
"good old negro". Hill was In the business of buying chickens, but his
new duties as Deputy Revenue Collector would be to crack down on moon¬
shiners. Hill was very elated over the appointment and was making all of
the necessary preparations awaiting the arrival of his ccmrolsslon.^ But the
commission never materialized.^ Of course Hill was crushed, but the Georgia
Cracker saw amusement In his plight. Speaking further about Rucker, the
editor stated: "Rucker has his hands full with only 10 division deputies
and 6 raiding deputies to cover the entire state.
Although evidence suggests that Negroes did not hold political posi¬
tions In Hall County, the editor did not pass up the opportunity to crlti-
^Ibld.. p. 219.
2
Georgia Cracker, September 14, 1897, p» 4.
^Ibld.. October 16, 1897, p. 2.
^Northeast Georgia has had a long history of Illegal liquor distil¬
lation, and Is a prime target for Internal Revenue agents.
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cize appointments elsewhere. In an editorial* he declared:
The appointment of Rucker as Internal Revenue Collector*
Morton as postmaster at Athens* and the probable appointment
of Lyons as postmaster at Augusta* will perhaps prove a blessing
in disguise. It will have the tendency to solidify the dis¬
gruntled elements in the South and drive the most recent convert
to Republicanism back into the Oeroocratic party — the only white
man's party belcw the Mason and Dixon line.
After four years with negroes at the head of some of the
most important federal offices in the South* the people will
have had enough* as large numbers of those who strayed off into
the Republican camp — more for the purpose of getting office
than anything else — will see the error of their ways and will
forever* thereafter* be found in the Democratic party.^
In a subsequent editorial he asserted: "The more negro office¬
holders in the South the fewer white Republicans there will be. One
instance of getting good out of evil."^ There seems little doubt that fear
and trembling possessed the editor when he learned of the appointment at
Athens* only kO miles away* of Monroe "Pink" Morton as postmaster. What¬
ever the case may be* he continued to criticize black appointments by
McKinley. He speaks of the shooting of I. K. Lofton* postmaster at Hogans-
ville* Georgia* as nothing political* claiming that: "There is no doubt
that he was shot by one of his own color* a personal enemy." He goes on
to say that "the people of Hogansville are too manly to break the law of
the country and try to assassinate Lofton." The ridiculousness of this
is that in the same issue of the Georgia Cracker he said: "Negro Post¬
master Lofton has perhaps come to the conclusion that his office is too
lofty."^
^Georgia Cracker, August 7* 1897* p. 2.
^Ibid.
^Ibid.. August 25* 1897* p. 2.
^Ibid.
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“Opposition to Negro officeholders by whites applied not only to
postmasterships^ but to lesser posts.There seems to have existed some
innate fear of Negroes on the part of udiites. "It is quite clear that
the only objection that the whites had toward the Negro officeholder was
his color, regardless of his competence." When Booker T. Washington was
invited by President Roosevelt to dine at the White House, the editor of
the Georgia Cracker no doubt reflected the feelings of his white sub¬
scribers in these words: are sorry the press dispatches brought us
the news yesterday that President Roosevelt had a coal black negro to dine
at his own table Wednesday night in the company of the President's wife and
children. . . . "^ The emphasis assigned to Mr. Washington's color in
the editorial, represents the essence of the editors disapproval of the
Roosevelt-Washington dinner. As research was pursued, many references
to color were observed. Color seemed to be at the very heart of the
political milieu during this period, and was thoroughly emphasized by the
white protagonists of the day.
When Roosevelt was nominated at the Republican National Convention
in 1904, an incident occurred that completely incensed the editor of the
Gainesville News. Here again color is prominent. In an editorial entitled
"Negro Boy—White Girl. Ye Gods!" he proclaimed:
Teddy cannot forsake the "nigger". When he was nominated
Thursday at Chicago by the Republican party for President among
the many characteristically Republican things done. . . was the
^Clarence A. Bacote, "Negro Officeholders in Georgia Under President
McKinley." Journal of Negro History, XLIV (July, 1951)» 233*
^Ibid.
^Georgia Cracker, October 19» 1901, p, 2.
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following disgusting social performance. A little colored
boy from Georgia and a pretty little girl dressed in a
dainty frock of white were lifted to the platform and they
waved flags with as much vigor as their lusty preceptor.^
One can only imagine the emotional and mental anguish the Negroes
of Hall County suffered on reading such an editorial as the above. The
editor was speaking directly to the black people and was suggesting social
inequalities and racial inferiority. No reactions to these kinds of state¬
ments concerning Negroes of Hall County have yet to be revealed, but the
number of altercations between blacks and whites seem to indicate that the
Negroes did not take overt degrading remarks quietly.
There were no Negroes holding political offices in Gainesville and
the Georgia Cracker would like to have seen those blacks *<ho held positions
elsewhere removed. The editor went so far as to encourage a white Gaines-
viIlian, W. E. Crockett, to offer for appointment to the position held by
Rucker as Internal Revenue Collector. He pointed out that "the fact that
he i^rocket^ was with Roosevelt /at Santiago/ will no doubt have con¬
siderable weight."^ Negro participation in politics was very exiguous
indeed, but the final curtain had not fallen. The white primary was wait¬
ing ominously in the wings. The vrfiite primary was only the prelude to
complete disfranchisement of the Negro in Georgia in 1908.
Due to the participation of Negroes in politics and the frustration
it brought to the white political protagonist, "the white south wanted...
a 'nigger-proof political system."^ Whites did not care how much education
^Gainesville News. June 29, 1904, p. 4.
^Georgia Cracker, October 19, 1901, p. 3»
^Brisbane, The Black Vanguard, p. 127
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the Negro had or how acconmodatlng and conciliatory he was in his
views* he was still a "cocoanut-headed* choco1ate«co1ored, typical little
coon. . . White Southerners saw Negro participation in politics as
a menace to the morality and stability of society below the Mason and
Dixon line. Efforts on the part of political leaders in Hall County to
exclude Negroes from participating in politics may very vrell be repre>
sentative of similar ventures throughout the South. Many methods of
political exclusion were initiated.
There was no trifling now with one cure-all for this
most threatening ill. The laws provided were like a series
of sieves through which men could be successively sifted.
If one failed to catch all the Negro voters and hold them
away from the polls* there was another that would hold back
more and still another and another until hardly a trickle
could get through.^
Along with other devices "p*’ovisions were made for property tests
and education tests. The latter were at the heart of the disfranchisement
provisions. In this final sifting* it was left to the local registrar to
decide when a man was sufficiently educated."^ Louisiana in I898 had
instituted the "grandfather clause". Mississippi* however* was the leader
of the new drive during the I890's to disfranchise the Negro. All of these
efforts took their toll in Hall County. In the city of Gainesville in
1903* there were only 294 registered Negro voters to 3»857 white voters.^
Many were kept from voting by means of the poll tax. Many voters had also
hbid.
^Katharine DuPre Lumpkin* The Making of a Southerner (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf* 1947)* pp. 139-40.
^Ibid.. p. 140.
^Gainesville News. December 16* 1903* p» 3»
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lost Interest In politics since the beginning of the white primary In
1902* The reasons for, and methods by which the white primary was Intro*
duced In Hall County Is of much Interest.
The Democratic white primary was a scheme whereby only Democrats
were able to vote In a preliminary election to decide what candidates
would represent the party In the general election. Since the South was
predominantly Democratic, the election would In reality, be decided In the
primary. By eliminating the Negro vote In the primary, white men regained
total control of politics.
The Georgia Cracker was one of the driving forces supporting the con¬
cept of the white primary. In order to justify Its position It had to
present some rationale. The editor asserted that because the Negro had
the vote he was "unruly, turbulent, and Impudent."^ No record of rebut¬
tals to these charges by local Negroes has yet to be found.
The main argument set forth was that the Negro's vote was purchas¬
able. The editor piously argued that "no good can come to the scramble for
the purchasable negro vote, as both sides invariably work for It so zeal¬
ously It Is demoralizing."^ He goes further to cite names when he said:
It Is currently reported that Colonel Tate /a candidate
for Congressman from the ninth district has put money In the
hands of several of his heelers /vote buyer^ here to buy up
negroes /votes/ and vote them for him In the primary Monday.3
In addition to alluding to the alleged purchasing of Negro votes, he
brings out the fact that there was some threat that Negroes would vote In
^Georgia Cracker, August 19, I898, p. 4.
^Ibld.. February 25, 1899, p. 4.
^Ibld.. June 4, I898, p. 4.
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the primary. Whether this threat was of black origin or the work of
some white demagogue was not disclosed. The article suggested that It
was the work of Colonel Tate and his political machine. In another article
appearing In the same Issue* the editor disputes the eligibility of Negroes
to vote In the primary. He contended that
Negroes are not eligible to vote In the Democratic primary
because both county and state Democratic Executive Committees
have resolved that none but Democrats be permitted to partici¬
pate In this primary. Negroes are not Democrats* therefore
they are Ineligible.^
In another editorial the Negro was viewed as holding the balance of
power In Hall County.
Nearly all the cities of Georgia which had had to deal
with the negro as the balance of power* have adopted white
primaries as the only proper way of settling contests....
Time Is ripe for Gainesville to fall In line. It Is a Demo¬
cratic Idea* and should meet with the approval of all Demo¬
crats.^
Negroes must have held the balance of power for In a later editorial*
the editor speaks of candidates who allegedly gave out money to Negroes
and then tifent on to win the election.
All citizens know what contests In which negroes par¬
ticipate means. They have seen enough vote buying right here In
Gainesville to disgust them. They know that for a candidate
to win In such a fight he must put his money out and freely too.^
The editor went so far as to quote from a North Carolina paper an
Instance where Negroes were allowed the opportunity to challenge the attempts
on the part of the whites to weaken their political position. The responses
given by two Negroes* Reverend R. B. W. Leak add Professor Crosby* were over-
hbld.
^Ibld.. December 25, 1897* p. 4.
^Ibld.. July 15* 1899* p. 4.
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acconmodatlng and conciliatory. Reverend Leak was quoted as saying that:
*Mn the south negroes are allowed to work and earn money together with
whites* but not to spend it together* while In the north they are not
allowed to make money together. I like better the conditions here."^
Leak went on to say that he would be satisfied with anything the legis¬
lature might do in the matter of disfranchisement. Professor Crosby*
principal of one of the seven state normal schools* said: "1 regard the
solid black vote as a great menace to our government. The negroes need*
in fact to be saved from themselves. You /the North Carolina legislature
want to disfranchise enough negroes to make certain that good government
2
will prevail. Do that and stop. Do not go to the extent of persecution.*'
The editor was saying to the black citizens of Hall County that the cure
to the political problems of the county and the state was the disfran¬
chisement of the Negro* and that Negroes in neighboring states concurred
with this approach.
Editorials were continuously run in the Georgia Cracker vehemently in
favor of the white primary. The editor referred to the Negro as illiterate
and declared that a progressive town could not afford to have any other sys¬
tem. "The white primary is the only true and proper way for securing the
best government of the people."^ Apparently the editor of the Gainesville
News did not think of Negroes as people. Regardless of what he thought the
Negro was* he had political power* and the editor* as a spokesman for the
hbid.. January 21* 1899* p. 8.
^Ibid.
3lbid.. July 15* 1899* p. 4.
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larger conniunity, wanted to atrip this power from him. They were success¬
ful. When the first white primary was held in December^ 1902, the editor
of the Gainesville News reported:
Gainesville's first white primary was held Saturday
and the people were pleased with it. The elimination
of the "brother in black" has a wholesome effect, and
the pity of it is that it was not done long ago.
This is a white man's town, and white people should
rule it. Vote buying and vote selling needs to be
condemned everywhere and a white primary is the way to do
away with a great deal of it.
Gainesville is well satisfied with her experiment,
and the white primary has come to stay.^
And come to stay it did. Negroes were chagrined; their interest in
politics waned. The statistics listed earlier relating to the number of
registered black voters attest to this fact. Thomas M. Bell, represen¬
tative from the Ninth Congressional District of which Hall County is a
part, speaking in Washington, D. C., attributed the lack of interest in
politics to Negroes to the absence of the money once used to purchase
their votes. According to him:
The negroes of Georgia are not taking a very active part
in Georgia politics now. It is true that they are allowed
to vote upon payment of their taxes, and that many of them
do vote, but now that there is no money in it, they do not take
much interest. Many lose interest, too, because they are not
allowed to vote in the primaries, and because in the elections,
they are voting for officers they have not had a voice in
choosing, the Democratic party controlling the situation.^
The writer suspects that the latter is the principal reason why Negroes
were no longer voting in Hall County as in other Georgia counties.
The Negro remained the center of political life but not as a voter.
^Gainesville News, Decmnber 10, 1902, p. 2.
^Ibid., June 28, 1905» p. 2.
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but as an object of rhetoric. Candidates for political office throughout
the South began to Negro«bait their opponents and advocate anti-Negro pro¬
grams. '’Nigger*^ became a household word.
So it was that by 1908, following the lead of her sister Southern
states, Georgia was ready to disfranchise the Negro. By a vote of 122-1
in the House, and 36-0 in the Senate, the General Assembly of Georgia pro¬
vided for a constitutional amendment to alter the qualifications for voting.
Section 1, Paragraph 4, Clause 4 read:
All persons who can correctly read in the English
language any paragraph of the Constitution of the United
States or of this state and correctly write the same in
the English language when read to th^ by any of the
registrars and all person viho solely because of physical
disability are unable to comply with the above require¬
ments but who can understand and give an interpretation of
any paragraph of the Constitution of the United States or
of this state that may be read to them by anyone of the
registrars.'
This was the fundamental section of the disfranchisement act, for the
registrars would be at liberty to decide when a person had sufficiently met
the requirements. The statute stated further in Section 1, Paragraph 4,
Clause 5 that "Any person who is the owner in good faith in his own right
at least forty acres of land situated in the state upon which he resides"
should be given an opportunity to qualify to vote; and Clause 6 of that
same section said "No person shall be allowed to participate in a primary
of any political party or a convention of any political party in this
2
state who is not a qualified voter."
The obviousness of the many "loopholes in the barrier through which
^Acts and Resolutions of the General Assembly of the State of Georgia
(Atlanta, August 1, 1908}, p. 29.
^Ibid.
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only white men could squeeze"^ was astounding. The citizens of Hall
County ratified the constitutional amendment for disfranchisement by a
vote of 866 to 332. The editor of the Gainesville News referred to the
act as a "pure registration bllt."^ Very little reaction on the part of
the white press In Gainesville was uncovered, but It Is certain that It
approved of black disfranchisement In Georgia In general and Hall County
In particular. The principal argument used to countenance disfranchise¬
ment was that It was "a progressive reform, the sure means of purging
Southern elections of the corruption that disgraced them."^ To one with
any sense of logic, however "It did seem that disfranchising the Negroes
to prevent the Democratic election officials from stealing their votes
would be to punish the man who had been Injured...."^
When disfranchisement became obvious, Negroes who were articulate
and concerned for the political rights of their race "appealed over the
heads of the white leaders to the lower-class whites warning them that
they were 'being used as Instruments to effect their own political des-
z
tructlon'". In order to combat this vain effort, the protagonists of the
movement against the Negro "resorted to an Intensive propaganda of white
^C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow (rev. ed.; New
York* Oxford University Press, 19o6}, p. 84.
^Gainesville News. October 14, 1908, p. 1.
^Ibld.. August 19, 1908, p. 1.
Sioodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, p. 83.
5lb1d.
Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 338.
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supremacy, Negrophobia, and race chauvinism.*'^ Books and plays of every
description and kind, degrading the Negro, were written, serving only to
intensify the existing race hatred. The Clansman, a play by Thomas Dixon,
which was made into a film in 1915 by David W. Griffith called Birth of a
Nation.^ opened in 1908 at the Hall County Opera House. In a review of
the play, which is based on the origin of the Ku Klux Klan, the editor
of the Gainesville News wrote» "As long as good, red, healthy blood runs
through ^ihit^ human bodies, so long will plays of this type continue to
attract the /whit^ American public."3
Disfranchisement had resounding repercussions in the nation, but more
so in the South. In 1901 the nund>er of black qualified voters in Hall
County was 323 compared to 3t077 whites. By 1908 the ratio was 295 black
polls to 3*288 tfhite. The number of black voters decreased while that of
whites increased.^ According to the census report, as cited in the pre*
liminary pages of this investigation, the Negro population in Hall County
showed an increase of 758 between 1900 and 1910. In 1897* when the black
population was considerably less, records show that there were 291 Negro
voters at that time.^
"As for the promise that disfranchisement would enable white men to
divided freely on fundamental issues, it simply failed to materialize."^
^Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, p. 85.
^Brisbane, Black Vanguard, p. 42.
3Gainesvi11e News. October 14, 1908, p. 4.
^Georgia Comptroller General, Report. 1901, p. 139; 1908, p. 196.
^Ibid.. 1897* p. 137.
Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 348.
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The South became a virtual stronghold for the Democratic party, repelling
all other political factions, and leaving the Negroes in Hall County
politically impotent. The final curtain had fallen.
CHAPTER III
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
The last quarter of the nineteenth century and the first two decades
of the twentieth century was a time of uncertainty and instability for
the American Negro. Emancipation had come to the masses of black people
only a few decades earlier* and thousands of Negroes were not sure of
their destiny and future. Many had migrated to the cities of the North*
only to find squalor and disappointment. Many of these nomadic black
people returned to the South* desperately searching for a ray of hope in
the dark of despair.
The complexion of the United States was changing from that of a pre>
dominantly agrarian nation* to that of an industrial society* not only
in the North* but also in the South. Was there any prospect for the Ameri¬
can Negro? Would he have a stake in the future of his country? Would his
country substantiate its doctrine as asserted in the preamble to the Con¬
stitution of the United States and promote the general welfare of the
black American as well as the white American? Would the Negro American
find himself hopelessly shackled to the soil and an agricultural way of
life* or would he become a prominent part of the industrial scene? Or
would he become cognizant of the power and thrust of intellectual pursuits
and strive for advancement through knowledge of the arts and sciences?
These were some of the critical questions that were being posed by the
24
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black intelligentsia of this era, particularly W. E. B. Ou Bois and
Booker T. Washington*
The embroilment between Du Bois and Washington is one of historical
significance. Du Bois' ideology of the "talented tenth" and Washington's
philosophy of "casting down your buckets where you are" were the sources
of much controversy and debate among black and white Americans alike.
The question therefore arises, to what extent did each of these men
influence the members of their race? August Meier asserted that "as late
at 1910. * * only 2.5 per cent of employed Southern Negroes and 3 per
cent among Northern Negroes were in the professions, and this nimber in¬
cluded many ministers and teachers tdio lacked college or even a high
school education."^ Consequently, if a winner had to be declared, osten¬
sibly, the Tuskegeean would appear to have triinnphed. As the census report
on the Negro from 1790 to 1915 plainly discloses, most Negroes were involved
in agriculture or related occupations during the period presently under
investigation. Rayford Logan spoke of agriculture as one of the economic
2
roots of second-class citizenship. Professor Woodward very adequately
describes the situation when he said:
If Reconstruction ever set the bottom rail on top, it
was not for long and never securely* Redemption seemed to leave
little doubt that the bottom rail was again on the bottom—what¬
ever its temporary dislocation. It remained for the New South
to find what Reconstruction had failed to find; the measure of
the emancipated slave's freedom—a definition of free labor,
both black and white; for the white workers' place in the new
order would be vitally conditioned to the place assigned the
free black worker.3
^August Meier, Negro Thought in America 1880-1915 (Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan Press, 196^J, p* 207.
Rayford W. Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro: From Rutherford B.
Hayes to Woodrow Wilson (London: Collier-Macmi11an, Ltd., 19^91, p* 125*
3Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. 205.
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Because of inadequate records, the tenor of the times as reflected
in Hall County is somewhat vague. Was life among the Negroes in Hall
County illustrative of Negroes throughout the South, particularly in the
more sparsely populated locales? This writer contends that they were.
If the census report of 1910 can be used as an index, then it would
be safe to say that most Negroes in Hall County operated farms of which
they were not owners. In 1910 the Negro population in Hall County
was 4,030.^ Within this population could be found 348 farms; 50 of which
were owned and 298 were rented.^ No statistics were uncovered to reveal
how many of these owned»farms were encumbered or mortgaged, but there is a
great probability that many were thusly burdened. The total of all other
homes for the same census period was 518, of which 81 were owned and 412
were rented.^ There was a total of 866 homes, or an average of about five
persons to each household.
The vast majority of Negroes in America during this time were farmers.
The reason for this may be attributed to the ante bellum era of slavery.
On the eve of the Civil War almost nine out of ten
Negroes in the United States were slaves. The vast major¬
ity of these 3>953*760 slaves were field hands and domestic
servants. At the end of the war most Southern Negroes were
...without experience in work except as agricultural field
hands and as domestic servants.^
Although most Negroes in Hall County procured their livelihoods from
tilling the soil, only a small number actually owned their farms, as has
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, Negro Population in the United States.
1790-1915 (Washington, D. C., 1918), 803.
^Ibid.. p. 479.
^Ibid.. p. 713.
^Logan, The Betrayal of the Negro, p. 125.
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been noted above. The total acreage of those who owned farms free and
unencumbered was 2,241 and was valued, in 1910, at $24,570. The total
value of the buildings and farm implements including machinery was $6,562.
These farmers collectively raised 28 dairy cows, 13 work horses, and 36
work mules. They cultivated 451 acres of cotton, yielding I60 bales
^902/ and 305 acres of corn, producing 3»200 bushels C^9^9j^ Although
this was two years after the span of time treated in this discourse, it
is possible to speculate as to what the Negro farmers of Hall County
were producing. No other facts were found on the other products that
were produced by these farmers.
Farms operated by owners that were mortgaged included 1,205 acres
which were valued at $16,985. The total value of the buildings, imple-
2
ments and machinery was $3»735.
The bulk of the Negro farmers of Hall County were sharecroppers.
It has been suggested that sharecropping was nothing but a guise for a
renovated form of the plantation system.
Under the sharecropping system the plantations were
worked by families instead of by gangs. Yet each "cut" of land
assigned to a sharecropper constituted a "farm" within the defi¬
nition under vfhich the census marshals worked. The consequences
was that the persistence of the plantation pattern...tended to
be obscure.3
The share system varied from locale to locale and according to
peculiar circinnstances. In some instances if the "planter furnished tools,
animals, and feed, as well as the land, his share was one-half of all
^Neoro Population. 1790-1915. p. 713.
^Ibid.
^Woodward, Origins of the New South, p. I78.
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crops; when he furnished only the land he took one-fourth of the cotton
and one-third of the corn.*' But there were also numerous variations,
including the '“two-day system', where the tenant worked two days of the
irfeek for the landlord in the feudal manner."^
The sharecropper, in many cases, was proscribed in his actions by
the dictates of his masterful landlord. The sharecropper depended upon
the landlord for funds and goods to sustain him until the harvest, and
when harvest-time arrived, the sharecropper found himself in enormous
debt to the landlord. In many instances his debts exceeded his earnings.
This was the beginning of a vicious cycle that would require tremendous
fortitude, as well as aptitude to breach. Here also may be found the
roots of peonage that thrived in the South during this time.
Peonage is the system in which a debtor must work out
tifhat he owes in compulsory service to his creditor. In the
South this was the condition of the sharecropper, who went
deeper and deeper into debt to the planter on whose farm he
worked. Since the planter furnished the goods the cropper
needed and kept the account books himself, it was virtually
impossible for the black cropper to free himself from debt and
thus escape the system.^
By 1910 Hall County's sharecroppers tilled 11,176 acres of land which
was valued at $200,809. This was in excess of four times the total value
of the land farmed by owners. The total value of the farm buildings was
estimated to be $40,705 and implements and machinery appraised at $5,793*^
The size of the farms operated by Negroes in Hall County, whether
as owners or sharecroppers, ranged from three acres to 499 acres. Records
hbid.. p. 206.
^Thomas R. Frazier, ed., Afro-American History; Primary Sources,
Shorter Edition (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1971),
p. 101.
3Neqro Population 1790-1915. p. 713
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show the following: I3 farms included 3~9 acres; 164 had 20-49 acres;
67 cultivated 50-99 acres; 37 farmers tilled 100-175 acres; 5 operated
farms on 175-259 acres; and 6 operated agrarian ventures on 260-499
acres.^ Records did not reveal the size of the farms in terms of those
owned and those operated as share-tenants, however it is reasonable to
speculate that most, if not all of the larger farms were operated by
sharecroppers.
The total assets of the Negro farmers in Hall County by 1910,
including those who owned land free and unencumbered, those who operated
land that was owned by the farmer but mortgaged, and those vdio rented
and shared land were: land, $282,135; buildings, $63,445; implements
and machinery, $9,203; total value, $364,783«^
Although few in number, some Negroes were concerned with purchasing
property. Records show that blacks bought land from black and white
sellers, as well as at public auctions. In 1905 Sarah O'Kelley bought 105
acres for $400,^ while Ben Pugh purchased 50 acres for $150.^ J. M. Bird,
Lonnie Bird, and Edward Bird, presumably brothers, secured I5I acres for
$1,250 in 1908.^ In 1900 Samuel Si Gallar Everston bought 20 acres for
$20 at public auction.^ He was, obviously, the highest bidder. This
hbid.
^Ibid., p. 646.
^Hall County, Deed Book 12, p. 300.
^Ibid.. p. 56.
^Ibid.. Bk. 19, p. 322.
^Ibid.. Bk. 6, p. 359.
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writer speculates that the reason he outbid other bidders was due prob>
ably to the condition and location of the real estate. In 1897 John Cook,
a Negro, purchased 46 acres from Willis Deal, also a Negro, for the sura
of $400.^ The reason for this coraparable high price is probably due to
the quality and/or location of the property. Other purchases show that
2
John Hayden bought 76 acres in 1905 for $600, and Cater Carter in 1902,
bought 61.60 acres for $300.^
There were many lesser transactions made wherein Negroes purchased
lots of one or two acres, or a house and a lot. If the real estate mar¬
ket had been open to blacks, it is probable that more Negroes would have
attempted to secure property, but many whites refused to sell land to
Negroes. Black ownership of real estate was in most instances condemned
by many whites.
One of the most prosperous black farmers during this period was
Marion Whelchel. He operated a very profitable cotton and corn grange in
the northern section of the county. He was highly respected by the black
as well as the white populace, and it is said that when he came to town
driving his expensive wagon pulled by two handsome mules, people would
ii
stop and warmly salute him. A prominent front page article that appeared
in the Gainesville News, pertaining to “Uncle Jim’* Whelchel's corn winning
first place in its category at the Great Corn Show in Omaha, Nebraska,
hbid.. Bk. 4, p. 119.
^Ibid.. Bk. 12, p. 231.
^Ibid.. Bk. 3» P» ^96.
^Mr. Doc Francis Harrison, private interview, Gainesville, Georgia,
June 18, 1972.
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substantiates his success as a farmerJ Although his race is not indicated
there is no reason to doubt that he was the Negro 'HJncle Jim‘' referred
to earlier. Elbert Mitchell Whelchel, one of Marion Whelchel's children^
matriculated at Clark College* Fisk University and Meharry Medical College*
where he received a degree in dentistry.^
Negroes tiere the proprietors of various facilities in Hall County
during this time. John Kidd* reputed to be one of Gainesville's wealthi¬
est Negroes* owned a cafe and a dance hall. He also was a promoter of
boxing exhibitions and was part owner and operator of a funeral home. He
was also allegedly involved in some very risque ventures.^
George Stephens was a very successful tailor whose clientele was
exclusively white. His shop* as was the case with many of the other black
businesses* was located in the white business district* the reason being
that their clientele was white. Bill Bush was a barber whose patronage
was almost exclusively tdiite. Janie Holmes operated a cafeteria that was
frequented by whites* as was the case with Bob Chamblee's shoe shop. In
addition to the restaurants* barber shops* and shoe shops that were owned
by blacks* enterprises owned by whites had Negro employees.^ "In Georgia
in 1900* there were certain jobs that were predominantly Negro. For
exanple* there were 1*116 Negro barbers and 253 white; 424 Negro janitors
and 51 white; 6*357 Negro draymen* hackmen and teamsters and 2*051 white;
190 bootblacks and 2 white; 1*280 brick and stone masons and 549 white;
^Gainesville News* December 23, I908.
^Gainesville Daily Times. August 23* 1970* p. 7.
^Mrs. Leila Underwood, private interview* Gainesville* Georgia*




and 163 Negro bakers and 90 white.
The Messenger, a newspaper edited and published by Negroes was in
operation at the turn of the century. The names of the editors and pub¬
lishers were not disccwered, but in all probability they were Negroes of
financial and social means. An article in the Gainesville News, on August
31* 1904 said "the Gainesville Messenger /is7 published by several well
known and influential negroes."
Aside from the businesses and professions mentioned above* there
were also teachers* plumbers* porters* storekeepers* undertakers* hackmen
and ministers. Calvin Oliver and Andy Butler were two popular porters*
while Boy Haywood was one of the more proficient waiters. Non-professional
nursing was also an avocation that was dominated by Negro women. Brown
Wright graduated from the eighth grade at the Colored Public School of
Gainesville and continued his education until he obtained a medical degree.
He then returned to Gainesville to practice. Other doctors who practiced
their profession in Gainesville from time to time during these early years
were Or. Doyle* Dr. Jenkins* and Dr. Peters (their first names were not
available). As was mentioned earlier* Dr. Whelchel also worked here a
few years after the period of time being treated in this paper. There
were no Negroes who operated drugstores as most of the doctors carried
their medicines with them as they made their cal Is.^ References also show
that there were also Negro brakemen in this area.^
^Clarence A. Bacote* "Some Aspects of Negro Life in Georgia I88O-
1908*" Journal of Negro History. XLIII (July* 1958)* 188-89.
^Mrs. Underwood* Mrs. Jackson* and Mr. Harrison* private interviews.
3Georgia Cracker, November 20* 1897* p. 3«
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The great majority of Negroes worked as farmers or laborers. Most
women* who did not farm with their husbands* did washing and ironing for
the more affluent whites. Salaries were meager* but they provided some
financial assistance to the family.
Negroes were also engaged in construction. David Enslow was the
foreman of the Negro gang at the Pacolet Mi 11.^ Many blacks were employed
as day laborers in the construction of the Gainesville Mill* but were not
2
encouraged to seek employment there when the job was completed. Accord¬
ing to Mr. Doc Harrison* a resident of Gainesville since 1901* the only
jobs offered to Negroes by the mills were menial tasks such as those
performed by janitors* waterboys* and latrine cleaners. Mr. Harrison said
that he «K>rked as a waterboy at one of the mills during his youth. He was
later a valet to Franklin 0. Roosevelt* and he also attended Morehouse
Col lege.
Evidence revealed only one Negro that held a civil service position.
Floyd Arnold was a mail dispatcher for the local post office. His duties
included picking up the mail at the railway station and dispatching it to
3
the main post office. Many Negroes were municipal employees. Willie
Kilgo* Warren Butler* Francis Aker* and Henry Atkinson were street workers
for a number of years. The Georgia Cracker referred to them as ''colored
4
men of prominence who toil on the public thoroughfares of Gainesville."
Although some Negroes were somewhat gainfully employed* there is
^Ibid., December 8* 1900* p. 2.
^Ibid., July 20* 1901* p. 1.
^Mr. Doc Francis Har^^ison* private interview.
Georgia Cracker, September 11* 1897* p» 2.
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evidence that some were not. That there were “scores" of unemployed
Negroes aroused the ire of the editor of the Georgia Cracker. In an
editorial entitled “Vagrant Negroes" he averred:
At any hour of the day or early night, a casual passerby
on the streets of Gainesville will meet scores of idle negroes.
The offer to work to these black loafers is apparently an
insult for they walk indignantly away with their kinky heads
high in the air. How these idlers live no one but themselves
know...our city authorities should...see that these drones
are compelled to work.^
The editor of the Gainesville News spoke of the vagrants as criminals.
He also suggested the means by which they were able to obtain food to
sustain them.
The Negro men make the colored cooks supply them with
something to eat from the tables of the white people and so
it goes on until they finally drift into petty theifs C^\cJ
themselves and later become greater criminals.^
He recommended that they be required to work, if not for themselves, for
the country. No mention is made of white vagrants, but one can safely
speculate that they existed.
Mr. Harrison substantiated the fact that some of the black men were
eating food given to them by their wives and sweethearts who worked as
cooks for white people. He said that they probably would not have been
caught had they not started singing the following song with a great deal
of pride and volume:
Ain't no use 'n me workin' hard,
I gotta gal in the white folks yard.
^Ibid.. September 7» 1901, p. 4.
^Gainesville News. March 2, 1904, p. 1.
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Every night 'bout a half past eight.
I'll meet my woman at the white folks gate.
I reached for the butter, she handed me the lard.
If it hadn't been for the bulldog, I'd been in the
yard.^
The editor of the Gainesville News also claimed that if Negroes
worked they would be liked by whites. He expressed his point of view
in the following succinct assertion. "The South likes a negro that will
work and is not criminally disposed...."^
An editorial in the Messenger, the Negro paper, seems to express
the opinion of at least some of the black citizens of Gainesville and Hall
County toward Negro vagrants. It advisedt
Gainesville is sadly in need of a law and order union
or club among the colored people. The slight regard for
the supremacy of law, the safety of the individual and the
peace of the community as shown by the conduct of colored
men in this city is reason enough for the existence of such an
organization.3
Although the editor of the Georgia Cracker, as a representative of
the dogma of the white community, was concerned for the en^loyment of
Negroes, his opinion of Negro labor was not very praiseworthy. The follow-
ing, reprinted from the Athens Banner, evidently expressed his sentiments:
The unreliability of colored labor...is established....
The negro has been found to use a boss at every step. He
has not advanced and expanded into that proud self-riliant
character who feels within himself the necessity of rising
to the American standards around him, which it was predicted
by northern philanthropist's /siq7 that he would do if left
free and untrammelled.^
^Mr. Doc Francis Harrison, private interview.
^Gainesvi11e News. July 22, 1903* p* 2.
3Quoted in ibid.. August 31* 1904.
k
Quoted in the Georgia Cracker. February 2, 1901, p. 2.
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Competition between black and white laborers was very keen In Hall
County around the turn of the century. An article was published In the
Georgia Cracker pertaining to the removal of a cotton mill from Charleston,
South Carolina, to Gainesville In search of a white labor force that would
make the company more profitable than was true with Negro workers who were
'Mazy, trifling, and will not work as steadily as they must In order to
make their labor profitable."^
In 1904, under the leadership of the Reverend A. B. Nichols, a
prominent Baptist minister In Gainesville, an effort was made to organize
the domestic workers Into a union. This met with reprisals from the white
community; but also the attempt was rebuked by the editor of the Messenger
as well. It appeared that the Messenger was a very accommodating newspaper
that wanted to placate the Ire of the white community. Under the title
of 'The Servant Question", the Messenger stated:
Last week's Issue of the local white paper contained an
article which charged the Rev. A. B. Nichols with going around
among the cooks, nurses and washerwomen, house-maids, and all
classes of servants wglng them to form a union and dmand higher
wages for their services.
If these charges are true. Rev. Nichols Is doing the servant
classes and the race a great Injury, and the move should be
denounced by everyone who has the Interest of the race and peace
of the community at heart.
There are scores of servants In this city who are receiving
reasonable pay for their services. The servants are contented
and are getting along peaceably with their employers. If Rev.
Nichols preaches the doctrine of discontent Into the minds of
these people for any cause, he Is nothing less than an enemy
to the race and Its progress.
The editorial continued:
What has he to offer them In case his union Is formed?
How many of them could afford to strike In case their demands
were not met.
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Pay no attention to such bash* If you are getting along
t«e11 at your present occupation, let well enough do.
At this juncture, the editor exposes himself as an advocate of the
philosophy of Booker T. Washington.
Try to learn all you can about your duties; raise the
standard of your services, and as Dr. Booker T. Washington
says, make yourself indispensable in the kitchen, nursery,
laundry, wherever you may be employed, then you will not need
a union nor a demagogue in your efforts to secure better
salaries.
In conclusion he said:
The negroes are the laborers in the South. This condition
does not exist in the north. There the negroes as servants
have been displaced by Italians and other foreigners. If the
colored servants ever become troublesome to the southern people,
other races will be imported here to take their places. Then
our people will have to »#hist1e for their pepper. Improve your
service; learn every detail of your work as well as it is pos¬
sible to know it and you will have no trouble in your effort
for better pay.^
Whether the editor of the Messenger spoke for the majority of the
black community is unknown, but his point of view was clear. Rev* Nichol's
response to the editorial is also unknown, but one can imagine his dejec¬
tion and bitterness after being denounced publicly by a member of his race
for his noble effort.
But the editorial met with approval from the white community. The
Gainesville News suggested:
If the colored race of Gainesville will heed the advice of
such negroes as the editors of the Messenger their race will be
beaefitted and uplifted; and relations between the tdiites and
blacks will be better. Let the leaders of the negro race con¬
tinue to give such advice and council and impress upon the
servants the importance of good service and exemplary conduct.^
^Quoted in the Gainesville News, September 7, 1904, p. 2*
^Ibid.
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And so the Negroes of Hall County, following the general trend of
the tiroes, were divided over the issue of the direction their lives would
take. Would they continue to be subservient; or would they coalesce and
stand firm aginst the atrocities that were being imposed upon them? Let
the records speak for themselves.
CHAPTER IV
EDUCATION
When the Civil War ended In I865» thousands of formerly enslaved^
Illiterate black people were catapulted Into a world where the ability to
read and iwlte were necessities* The ’’Black Codes” during the time of
slavery had prevented most Negroes from acquiring the skills of reading
and writing. Some Negro slaves* because of compassionate ’^asters”*
were able to learn the basic skills necessary to became more knowledge¬
able. Frederick Douglass was able to read and write because of the sen¬
sitivity of some of the whites with whom he came In contact* He was able
to escape the bonds of slavery and eventually became one of the most
dynamic and outspoken abolitionists of his day.
The old adage "Ignorance Is bliss” was the unspoken byword of most
Southern slave-owners during the ante bell urn epoch. The planters believed
that If the slaves could not read* they would not be able to learn of the
lies they had been told relative to the concept of slavery. The Southern
whites* for the most part* were In their way* cognizant of the fact that
knowledge Is truth* and truth Is knowledge; therefore* for a roan to have
knowledge* he must know the truth. The first step to gaining knowledge
In an advanced* complex society* Is learning to read and write. The Idea
that a slave would learn to read and write and eventually know the truth
about slavery* caused fear and trembling among the Southern white society.
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Thus when the Civil War ended, thousands upon thousands of once
servile black people found themselves to be lacking the rudiments of know¬
ledge* The humanitarians and philanthropists did not waste any time,
but began immediately to establish centers of learning for Negroes through¬
out the South* Outstanding among the organizations that rose to the cause
were the American Missionary Association, the Freedroen's Aid Society, and
the American Baptist Home Mission Society. The various branches of the
Methodist church were responsible for instituting several schools* Promi¬
nent among the philanthropists was John 0* Rockefeller, who made generous
contributions in the name of education*
Most of the schools instituted for blacks during the post bellum
years were called colleges or even universities, but were tantamount to
elementary or high schools* It was not uncommon for a child of eighteen
or nineteen years of age to attend classes with a much younger brother or
sister*
As Reconstruction came to an end, and the Southern whites once more
began to control the reins of power, and "Jim Crow" laws became deeply
entrenched, every aspect of Negro life was proscribed and threatened* In
1896, the "separate but equal" doctrine was established by the United
States Supreme Court in the famous Plessy v* Ferguson case* In education,
as in all institutions, the doctrine of "separate but equal" never material¬
ized; but in fact only paved the way for the commencement of the concept
of "separate and unequal"* A careful examination of education in Gaines¬
ville and Hall County proves this point*
Most Negroes had a thirst for knowledge and very zealously set out
to quench their needs. In 1897, with a total Negro population of between
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two and three thousands, the following report reveals the black enroll¬
ment in the Gainesville City Schools.
In the first grade there were 40 males and 34 females for
a total of 74 pupils. The oldest child was 11 and the youngest
was 6. In the second grade there were 16 males enrolled and
20 females. The oldest student was 14 and the youngest boy was
7, while the youngest girl was 6.
In the third grade the enrollment showed 21 males and 16
females or a sum of 37 pupils. The oldest learner was 16 and
the youngest was 8. The fourth grade had 24 pupils, 8 males
and 16 females. The oldest male was 16 and the oldest female
was 17. The youngest was 10.
There were 22 students enrolled in the fifth grade, of which
7 were males and 15 females. The oldest male was 16 and the
oldest female was 17. The youngest boy was 10 while the girl
was 13*^
Hall County schools showed a total of 63O Negro students to 4,143
2
white; end 83 schools, 15 black and 68 white. Gainesville operated
four facilities; the Central School, which was the largest; the Northside
and Southside Schools, and the "Colored" Public School.
In 1897 there were approximately 193 Negroes enrolled in the "Colored"
Public School of Gainesville. By 1902 there were 375 students, 190 males
and 185 females; and by 1903, 381* 168 males and 213 females.^ By 1908 the
county managed 65 white schools and 13 colored schools, with 5*104 white
learners and 824 Negro students.^ It is therefore obvious to the reader
that Negroes in Hall County and Gainesville were concerned with the educa¬
tion of their offsprings.
Gainesville School Superintendent Annual Reports Beginning in I895,
Gainesville Public Schools, pp. 82-101. (It should be noted that the
Gainesville City Schools and the Hall County School systems operated inde¬
pendently of each other as they presently do.)
^Georgia Cracker, February 5, I898, p. 3.
^Gainesville Schools Superintendent Report, 1902-1903, pp. 110-11.
^Gainesville News, May 13, 1908, p. 2.
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A random sampling of statistics for the vdiite Central School of
Gainesville shows that in 1897 there were 86 pupils in the first grade>
59 males and 27 females* The fifth grade had 20 males and 20 females* or
40 learners; and the eighth grade had enrolled 7 males and 7 females who
were listed as graduates. The oldest student in the eighth grade was 18
years old.^ The records do not show any grade higher than the fifth grade
for the Negro school in 1897; the sixth* seventh and eighth grades were
eventually added.
A review of the figures of the Negro school for the fifth grade will
reveal that the white school only had an excess of 4 males and 3 females
in its enrollment* although the population was considerably greater. This
seems to verify the assertion that "the advancement of Georgia Negroes
in the field of education during the last quarter of the Nineteenth Century
2
was much more spectacular than that of their fellow white Georgians."
How frequently did the students of Gainesville attend school? The
Superintendent's report for 1901 shows that of the 333 Negro children
enrolled* and with school in session 178 days per year* there was a cumu¬
lative attendance of 17*819 days or an average daily attendance of 100. Of
the 515 white pupils* with 178 teaching days of school* there was a com¬
bined attendance of 63*3^5 days or an average daily attendance of 350.^
One reason why the Negro pupils had a lower average daily attendance
than the white students might be attributed to the requirements of the
sharecropping system. Many black students had to remain at home on many
^Gainesville School Superintendent's Report* 1897* pp. 32-35.
^Bacote* "Some Aspects of Negro Life in Georgia 1880-1908," p. 202.
^Gainesville Schools Superintendent's Report, 1901, p* 109«
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occasions to help their parents operate the farn, while many of the white
students were not so detained. Also if the landlord needed some emergency
help in his endeavors* he often ordered the children of his black land
tenants to remain home from school and assist him. Sometimes this assis¬
tance would continue for several days. No protest came from the parents
of the children* for they were* in most instances* bound to the landlord.
The records show that in 1897 Bertie Brown* Millie Law* and Robert Law
attended school only four days out of 178* vrhile Clif LolHs attended 166
days* Jessie Whelch 129 days*^and Lena attended school a total of 122 days.^
Although most of the school-age Negroes of Hall County were attending
school to some degree* some were not. Their reasons for not attending
is not known* but in 1910 there were 340 persons in Gainesville between
the ages of 6 and 14. Of this number* only 267 were attending school.^
Truancy laws were virtually nonexistent in the South at that time. By
1900 all states* outside the South* except two* had adopted some kind of
compulsory school-attendance law* while Kentucky was the only one of the
Southern states with such a law.^ Statistics also show that during this
time there were 372 illiterate Negroes in Gainesville.^ This, obviously*
is the result of poor school attendance.
The curriculum of the Negro schools was very limited in its scope and
depth; however* most schools* white or black* were limited in the course
offerings they presented. Most Americans at that time believed in the three
^Ibi^., pp. 82-85.
^Negro Population. 1790-1915* p» 768.
Woodward* Origins of the New South, p. 399.
4Negro Population. 1790-1915* p. 768.
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••R's'*, reading* 'riting, and 'rithmetic, and their sufficiency. Most
teachers were only knowledgeable enough to teach the three "R's" as they
were merely graduates of the fifth* or the eighth grades. Those who had
had further training were generally assigned the duties and responsibili¬
ties of the principal. These were few in nue^er. The courses taught at
the Negro school were reading* writing* arithmetic* orthography* grammar*
and geography.^
Rote memory and recitation were the primary teaching procedures of
the day* and this writer is convinced that the teachers employed these
techniques regularly. Although records for the schools of Gainesville
show 178 days actually taught* "the length of the school term in the South
in I90O-OI was not 100 days a year* and in the rural districts it was much
less than that."^
White Southern leaders did not see the necessity of quality educa¬
tion* subsequently* children were taught in schoolhouses costing an average
of $278 each* under teachers receiving the average salary of $25 a month.^
In 1901* the Gainesville schools operated on a budget of $7*101.23* most of
which was spent on teachers' salaries. The white teachers* in 1901* were
paid a sum of $4*652.50* while the Negro teachers received combined salaries
totaling $614.^ The total number of white students for that year was 515*
compared to 354 Negro pupils.^ With these figures the unequal appropri-
^Hall County Board of Education* Reports* I897-I908* p. 9.
2Woodward* Origins of the New South, p. 400.
3lbid.




ation of school funds becomes more realistic. Some of the expenditures
for 1901 were: fifty cents for whitewashing the closets; $1.75 for paint*
ing the blackboards; $7*50 for 2^1 gallons of slating and $12.57 was spent
on two cases of crayon. Numerous other expenditures included brooms^
locks* screws* report cards* enrollment cards* dippers* window shades
and ribbon for diplomas.^ The sum of $160.25 was spent on janitors'
salaries for the entire year (1901); $192.15 was paid for fuel* while
$233*72 was spent on supplies, including stoves*^ Just how much of these
expenditures* excluding teachers' salaries* was made for the Negro school
is not known* but this writer is of the opinion that very little was spent
in this direction.
The salaries of black and white teachers revealed the most pronounced
inequality. In 1897 the Gainesville Board of Education paid Professor J.
W. Marion* white principal of the Central School* $100 a month. G. S. Moon*
principal of the Negro school* received only $40 a month for the same year.^
Mr. J. T. Wilson* white principal of the Southside School* and Mrs. 6. N.
Bickers* white principal of the Broad Street School* received $40.00 a
month each. It should be remembered that Mr. Moon was the only principal
for Negroes in Gainesville* therefore was in charge of more pupils than
any other school* except the Central School. This alone* should have been
reason enough for Mr. Moon to receive at least more than Mrs. Bickers and
Mr. Wilson.
^Ibid.. 1904-1905* P* 113*
^Ibid.. 1906* p. 109.
^Gainesville Board of Education* Report* 1897* p. 147*
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One note worth mentioning is the fact that only once was Mr. Moon
referred to as professor, while J. W. Marion and J. T, Wilson were con¬
sistently referred to as professor.
Teachers' salaries varied among the white teachers as well as among
the black teachers. Records show, however, that in nearly all instances,
Negro teachers received lower salaries than their white counterparts. In
1897* salaries for the first quarter to individual Negro teachers in Hall
County included the following: Susie Keith, $12.02; W. A. Hunter, $26.16;
C. L. Dunn, $5.18; and James Hunter, $15.32. The highest paid white teacher
was If. A. Moss, who received $129*12, while the lowest salaried white
teacher, Mattie Butler, received $8.44.^ In 1899, the Hall County Board of
2
Education paid Sarah Segars, a black teacher, $2.00 for a quarter's work.
In 1900 the records revealed that salaries were paid to I7 Negro
3 4
teachers in Hall County, by 1901 this number had increased to 31* Many
of these black teachers were in all probability assistants. By 1908, for
reasons presently unperceived, the number of black teachers had diminished
to nine.^
In 1899, the lowest paid white teacher in the Gainesville School Sys¬
tem, was paid $27*00, while the only black teacher received $20.00.^ G. S.
Moon, principal of the Negro school, also worked as janitor of his insti-
^Hall County Board of Education, Annual Report, 1897» p* 65*
2lbid.. 114.
^Ibid*. p. 131.
Sbid*. 1900, p. 143.
^Ibid*. 1908, pp. 233-38.
^Gainesville Board of Education, Report, 1899, p. 147*
tutlon in order to supplement his income. For his services* he received
$2.00 monthly.^ With the beginning of school in 1900, Professor Moon,
who up to this time had been receiving a salary of $40.00, suffered a
$5.00 decrease in pay. At the same time that Professor Moon was receiving
$35*00 a month. Professor Marion, the highest paid white teacher, received
an increase of $20.00 in salary, causing his salary to amount to $140.00
a month.^ The reason for the decrease in Professor Moon's salary is some¬
what obvious. It seems that only $60.00 a month was allocated for salar¬
ies of Negro teachers. When school began in 1900, Lizzie Gordon, the Negro
teacher assisting Professor Moon, was given a five dollar raise increasing
her salary to $25.00 a month.^ The only way Miss Gordon could get a raise,
therefore, was to decrease the salary of Professor Moon.
In 1900, Minnie Dunlap, a white teacher, was paid $40.00 a month for
her work. This was five dollars a month more than Professor Moon's salary;
also several white teachers received salaries comparable to his.
In 1901, Miranda McEver, a new Negro teacher, was employed at $14.00
a month.^ After teaching for one month, her salary was increased to $20.00
No cuts were made in Professor's Moon's nor Lizzie Gordon's salaries, and
now the Gainesville Board of Education was allocating $80.00 for Negro
teachers.^ In this same year, all of the white teachers were given a raise
hbid.
2lbid., 1900, p. 221.
^Ibid.
%bid.
^Ibid.. 1901, p. 237.
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but no such Increment was accorded the Negro teachers.
There was no standard salary schedule, therefore the Board of Educa¬
tion could Increase or decrease salaries as they deemed needful.
With the coRinencement of the fall term in 1902, the Negro school had
a new principal. Professor C. E. Williams was the replacement for Pro¬
fessor G. S. Moon, while Lizzie Gordon and Miranda McEver remained in the
employ of the Gainesville Board of Education.^ Professor Moon left Gaines¬
ville to become involved in farming. Thirty-seven dollars a month was not
enough to support a family of seven children and a wife, so Professor Moon
moved to Nicholsom, a small community about twenty or thirty miles from
2
Gainesville, to engage in farming.
In 1903 Mattie Camp was added to the faculty of the Negro school with
a salary of $6.50 monthly.^ In November of that year. Miss Camp's salary
was increased to the "monumental" sum of $10.00 ■ month.^ Miss Camp either
resigned or was fired, for there is no evidence of her employment in 1904.
Lizzie Gordon also resigned or was fired in 1904, and was replaced by
Mattie Marlow. Also during this year Frances Nollis was hired for two
weeks and was paid $10.00 for her services. Mattie Camp was retained as a
substitute teacher for a three-week period during the same school year,
but only received $7.50 for her efforts.^ The reason why Miss Camp, who
worked longer than did Miss Nollis, was paid less is not recorded, however
hbid.. 1902, p. 255.
2Miss Mattie L. Moon, daughter of Professor G. S. Moon, private
interview, Gainesville, Georgia, June 25, 1972.
Gainesville Board of Education, Report, 1903, p. 273.
^Ibid., p. 275.
Sibid., 1904, p. 287
the writer believes that there was some relationship between her resigna¬
tion or release and her low wages for substitute work. Fannie Jaroes« a
n«i# Negro teacher, was added to the faculty with a salary of $20.00 monthly.
In 1904, Hrs. S. A. Peters was employed at the Negro school. She
was the only person on the Negro faculty whom the Board of Education
accorded such a courtesy. Mrs. Peters had a very light complexion; "she
looked like a white lady", and was from a very prominent Atlanta family.
Her husband, Stephen A. Peters, was a graduate of Atlanta University in
the class of 1897, was a doctor, and her son became a doctor and returned
to Gainesville to practice.^ This is probably the reason idiy she was
referred to as "Mrs." Peters. Mrs. Peters' salary, however, was in the
category with other Negro faculty members. It certainly should be men¬
tioned that all of the white teachers were accorded titles of courtesy,
whether married or unmarried.
A review of the total salaries paid to white and black teachers
during a particular year, reveals a vast gulf between the two. During
the school year 1902-03, the white teachers of Gainesville were collec¬
tively paid $3*215*00, while the Negro teachers were paid $400.00.^
The method by which teachers were hired did not follow any estab¬
lished standard procedure, however, the Board of Education held elections
for the purpose of selecting teachers. All applicants were required to
take an examination.^ Sometimes the more scholarly Negro students were
hbid.. p. 289.
Mrs. Ella Rucker, private interview.
^Gainesville News, July 23, 1903, p. 1*
Georgia Cracker. May 14, 1898, p. 5*
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hired as teachers after completing the last year of school offered at
the time of their graduation.^ In order to upgrade the quality of the
teachers in the county, the Board of Education periodically held teachers
institutes. It can be assumed that Negro teachers were required to attend
these seminars as were the white teachers.
Host of the female teachers were not married and boarded in the homes
of local Negro families. They attended the churches in the community, and
3
were generally of high moral character.*^
As is the case with the Hall County Board of Education today, there
were no Negro members on the board in 1906. The members at that time were:
J. T. Waters, Chairman, with Dr. W. B. Lockhard, H. A. Langford, W. N.
l±
Oliver, and W. N. Edwards, members.
The names of the schools in Hall County clearly show the close bond
between the church and the school. Most of them were named for the church
that usually stood nearby. The following catalogue of school names sup¬
ports this assertion: Little River, Wahoo, Cross Plain, Timber Ridge, New
Bethel, Nt. Zion, Pleasant Hill, Hickory Grove, Gillsvllle H.S. /high
school^, O'Kelleys, Belton, Hawkins Temple, Spencer Hill and Sims Chaptel.^
Some of the churches whose names are cited above as schools are still in
existence today. Since Negroes lived in all parts of the county, and because
^Mrs. Ella Rucker, private interview.
^Georgia Cracker, May 7, 1898, p. 1.
^Mrs. Ella Rucker, private interview.
Slall County Board of Education, Report, 1906.
^Ibid.. 1895, p. 21.
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transportation, especially for Negroes, was poor, it was necessary to have
a school in every settlement; and because the church was the center of
Negro life, it was only fitting and proper to locate the school in its
proximity* The Negro school for the children of Gainesville was simply
called the Colored Public School.^ Although the city public school for
Negroes was instituted by the Board of Education, it is likely that most
of the schools for Negroes in the county were begun by the churches them¬
selves, and later became affiliated with the county school syst&n, thereby
becoming eligible for funds, as meager as they might have been.
The school day at the Colored Public School, later known as Summer
Hill School, began at 9^00 A.M. and ended at 3^00 P.M. In its early years
the students were required to remain at school for the entire school day,
as is the case today, and since there were no lunchroom facilities, those
who could afford to do so, brought their lunch to school, usually in tin
buckets. Many pupils were from families too poor to afford the luxury
of lunch, therefore these children ate hearty breakfasts of plain food,
and waited until the dismissal of school for their next meal. One can
imagine how difficult it was for these students to concentrate on their
courses of study with empty stomachs and dizzy heads. Some years hence
the students were allowed to leave the school grounds during lunch time.
In addition to the subjects previously mentioned in conjunction
with the county schools, the Negro city school offered courses in Domestic
Science /cooking/* Art and Handicrafts, and Agriculture.^ Here we see the
influence of the Tuskegee philosophy.





At the end of the school year, which ran fron September to May for
a total of 178 days, notices were placed in the local papers announcing
the oral examinations, or recitations, for all grades. These began in
the morning, and all friends and patrons of the Gainesville Colored Public
School were invited to attend. A concert of some sort was given also.^
The graduation exercises were held at the county courthouse and were
well attended by parents, friends, patrons and spectators. The members
of the Board of Education usually attended these commencement programs.^
After graduating from the public school in Gainesville, which eventu¬
ally had eight grade levels, those parents who could afford it sent their
children away to school, generally to the Normal schools of Atlanta, or
to the high school in Athens. The Baptist denomination finally organized
the Northwestern School in this area to offer the children a chance to
3
further their education after the eighth grade without leaving the city.*^
Mrs. Roberta Cifors, presently residing in Gainesville, graduated
from the public schools of Gainesville in 1909. The other members of her
graduating class weret Amanda McKinney, Alberta Richardson, Mittie Shaw,
Rosalee Knox, Julia Bell Young, Rosa Bell Alexander, Walter Chamblee, John
C. Chamblee gaiter's cou$in7, and Weldon Lowe. In 1911» Mrs. Cifors
enrolled in the normal school at Clark College in Atlanta. She graduated
in 1915 with a degree in Domestic Science ^Home Economics/*. She accepted
a teaching position in Florida where she worked for two years, then returned
^Georgia Cracker. May 13» 1899, p. 1.
2
Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interview.
3lbid.
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to Gainesville to work in the public schools of this city. In 1919» Mrs.
Cifors resigned from public school work, and accepted a position as one
of the first three women hired by the Atlanta Life Insurance Company. She
remained with this organization for thirty-three years.^
Mr. Doc Francis Harrison graduated from the Negro public school in
Gainesville in 1908. He spent one year (1912-13) at Morehouse College in
Atlanta. He then entered the United States armed forces. He later returned
to Gainesville, and along with his brother, Pete, organized a somewhat
2
prosperous taxi service.
Other Negroes who left Gainesville to further their education during
this time were Mary Crump who attended Paine College in Augusta; Ida
Simpson, who came back to Gainesville to teach after attending Clark.
Jennie Moreland also attended Clark College. Charrie Stephens, the daughter
of George Stephens, a prosperous Negro tailor, attended Clark for a while,
then went on to graduate from Claflin College in Orangeburg, South Carolina.
Arthur L. Haywood and Walter Dorsey attended Gammon Theological Seminary
in Atlanta, and went on to become outstanding Methodist ministers.^
Two of the i1lustrous graduates of the Negro schools in this area
were Doctors Brown Wright and Elbert Mitchell Whelchel. Doctor Wright
graduated from the Negro school in Gainesville in 1907. There were two
other graduates in his class. Miss Ida Simpson, Doctor Wright's cousin,
and his sister. Miss Emma Wright. They were considered in the upper strata
of Negro society in Gainesville at that time. Dr. Wright's father was
hbid.
2
Mr, Doc Francis Harrison, private interview.
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interview.
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employed at Brenau, a local girls college* and he owned a small amount of
real estate* including his home.^ After graduating from school in Gaines*
vitle* Dr. Wright attended Clark and Benedict Colleges* and eventually
received a medical degree from Heharry Medical College in Nashville*
Tennessee. After practicing medicine in other locales for a while* he
returned to Gainesville and opened an office.^
Doctor Elbert Hitchel Whelchel was born on February 6* I883. He
began his education in a rural school in Hall County but later entered
Gainesville high school. After graduating from the Gainesville school*
he attended Clark College and then Fisk University where he earned the
Bachelor's degree. Or. Whelchel then entered Meharry in 1910 and completed
his work in 1914 with a degree in dental surgery. He married the former
Hiss Julia Bell Young* who was mentioned as a graduate in the class of
1909. He was affiliated with the Republican party and member of the Knights
of Pythias.^
Doctor Whelchel was the son of Marion Whelchel* the'prosperous Negro
farmer who was mentioned in an earlier chapter. Doctor Whelchel's father
came into possession of a large tract of land in the I850's as the result
of a will made by a white landlord.
And thus* were the Negro youth of Gainesville and Hall County educa¬
ted; poorly in many instances; fairly in others. With many obstacles in
their paths* the zeal for education was deeply imbedded in the minds of
^Mr. Doc Francis Harrison* private interview.
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors* private interview.
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of many Negroes In Gainesville* Many saw the challenge^ accepted it, and
won. "Excelsior'1, the Motto of New York State, could have easily been
that of the Gainesville Negroes in relation to education.
CHAPTER V
RELIGION, SOCIAL ACTIVITIES, AND JUSTICE
The thirty years following Reconstruction were filled with degra¬
dation and humiliation for the Negro in Georgia as well as in other
states of the South in particular, and the nation in general. "Jim Crow"
laws were effected; lynchings were numerous; and the convict lease sys¬
tem, a revised form of servility, was popular among the baneful white
Southerners. These debasing and repressive measures restricted the
political and economic growth of the Negro, subsequently curbing his
social life to some extent. 'Vhen the Negro was emancipated it meant only
nominal freedom for it did not alter the attitude of the white South toward
him. Slavery left a heritage so deeply rooted in the minds of the white
South that they could not grant willingly to the Negro those rights and
privileges that accompany first-class citizenship."^
Segregation became institutionalized and curtailed the extent to
which the Negro could actively function in the mainstream of Georgia life,
and the affairs of his country. Segregation through "Jim Crow" laws physi¬
cally separated Negroes from whites; and in all cases the Negro was forced
to share the more uncomfortable facilities. In many instances there were
no facilities provided for the black man. There were "Jim Crow" streetcars,
^Bacote, "Some Aspects of Negro Life in Georgia I88O-I908," p. I86.
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railway cars* boats* waiting rooms at depots and stations* eating houses*
jury boxes* and restrooms. Most public recorders of information separated
the whites from the "colored". Every facet of society was separated accord¬
ing to race. What forces in society gave rise to these proscriptive regu¬
lations? Professor Woodward has pointed out that:
The South's adoption of extreme racism was due not
so much to a conversion as it was to a relaxation of the
opposition. All the elements of fear* jealousy* pros¬
cription* hatred and fanaticism had long been present....
What enabled them to rise to dominance was not so much
cleverness or ingenuity as it was a general weakening and
discrediting of the numerous forces hitherto kept them in
check.^
Woodward goes on to say that "the restraining forces included not
only Northern liberal opinion in the press* the courts* and the government*
but also internal checks imposed by the prestige and influence of the
Southern conservatives* as well as by the idealism and zeal of the South-
ern radicals." In I896* in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson, the United
States Supreme Court sanctioned segregation with its "separate but equal"
decision* and its repercussions were felt throughout the nation. And so*
because* of the milieu in which the Negro found himself* he was compelled
to structure a society separate from the whites* that fulfilled his needs.
At the center of this society was the church.
In 1903 W. E. B. Du Bois made the following observation concerning
the Negro church:
The Negro church is a mighty social power today; but
it needs cleansing* reviving and inspiring* and once purged
^Woodward* The Strange Career of Jim Crow* p. 69.
2lbid.
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of its dross it will become as it ought to be, and is now,
to some extent, the roost powerful agency in the moral develop*
ment and social reform of 9,000,000 Americans of Negro blood.^
From all indications, the church was the focal point of Negro life
in Gainesville during the period under investigation. Other than one or
two insignificant instances Wiere two or three Negroes owned property
collectively, the church represented the only black-owned property of any
value in the community. In I890 there were 2,878 Negro churches in Georgia
serving 341,433 communicants or members. There were 3»134 church edifices,
and the total value of the churches' properties was appraised at $2,171,
267.^ Although the population was small, there were about sixteen churches
in Hall County at the turn of the century. There were three Methodist and
thirteen Baptist churches. The Baptist church was the most independent
of all churches as it was governed by an internal power structure. Du Bois
had this to say about the Baptist church:
All Baptists agree that each church is complete in
itself and had the power, therefore to choose its own
ministers and make such rules as it deems to be most in
accordance with the advancement of its best interest and
the purposes of its existence.3
Consequently, because of the nature of the Baptist church, ministers
were sometimes asked to give up the pulpit, or they would leave without
coercion, if they became dissatisfied. Many times after leaving one
church, the estranged minister would be joined by some of his loyal sup¬
porters, and together they would establish a new church. Many of these
^W. E. B. Du Bois, The Negro Church (Atlanta: Atlanta University




churches were one-roora shacks of extremely poor quality.
Of the thirteen Baptist churches in Hall County, seven were pas¬
tured, at one time or another, by the Reverend Green Hunter, a prominent
Missionary Baptist minister who had been a slave. After the Civil War,
Reverend Hunter travelled to Atlanta where he joined the Friendship Baptist
Church, pastured then by Reverend Frank Ouarles. While in Atlanta he
attended night classes at the Atlanta Baptist College, now known as More¬
house College.^ In addition to the churches he pastured in Hall County,
Reverend Hunter pastured and organized churches throughout Northeast
2
Georgia and portions of South Carolina.
The rolls of many churches reveal that they are family churches,
and that the first pastor was some venerable patriach.^ It is, therefore,
safe to conclude that the thirteen Baptist churches in this area came
into existence in this manner. The names of the following Baptist churches
are of some interest. They are: Pleasant Hill, Cross Plain, Timber Ridge,
Saint John, First Baptist, Wahoo, Rock Hill, Mt. Zion, Spencer Hill, Sims
Chapel, Hawkins Temple, New Bethel and Little River.^ A review of the
names of the churches shows that several had names that could have easily
been the names of some of the Negro families in the area at that time.
Although members would move out of one church and organize another, "most
^Reverend C. W. Williams, Life and Times of Reverend Green Hunter
(Gainesville, 1971), p» 4.
^Ibid.
^Du Bois, The Negro Church, p. 57*
^rom various sources, including interviews; the 1895 Hall County
Board of Education Report, and the Life and Times of Green Hunter.
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of the newly formed churches merely duplicated the old institution, rare
was the case of careful nursing of an educated, cultured leader."^ Of
the Baptist churches in existence during the time of this inquiry, Wahoo
is still standing today in almost the condition it was seventy or eighty
years ago. Although the writer is by no means an expert, by surveying
the building, one can speculate that it was worth less than $300 in 1900.
An investigation of the toombstones in the nearby graveyard reveals some
names of early Negro flilies of Hall County. Many of these headstones
appear to be somewhat expensive, although this is not a good index to the
wealth of the deceased, as many Negroes saved funds during their lifetimes
so that they would have a decent and proper burial.
There were three Methodist churches in Hall County; Saint Paul
Methodist Episcopal, which was, according to all evidence, the most promi¬
nent church in Hall County at this time; Bethel African Methodist Epis¬
copal and Trinity Colored Methodist Episcopal Church.^ Other than the
Baptist and Methodist churches, there were no other churches for Negroes
in the county.
Evidence gathered from private interviews intimate that Saint John
and Saint Paul were the leading Negro churches around 1905* the former
being a Baptist organization and the latter Methodist. Closer observation,
however, shows that Saint Paul was the more prominent of the two, in terms
of its membership. It should be remembered that the Methodist church is
more rigidly and formally organized than the Baptist denomination; and it
Du Bois, The Negro Church, p. 57.
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interview.
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is also governed by the Annual Conference. Because of the strong hier¬
archy of power in the Methodist church, there were less misunderstandings
and divisions.
Saint Paul was pastored by many prominent ministers, such as Reverends
J. 0. Lovejoy, M. N. Austin, E. R. Miller, and P. H. Travis. Arthur L.
Haywood and Wa1ter.Dorsey, member of Saint Paul, attended Gammon Theological
S^inary in Atlanta, and went on to become ministers of some repute. There
were numerous members of the church who, after graduation from the Negro
school in Gainesville, went to Clark University, now known as Clark College
in Atlanta, Claflin College in Orangeburg, South Carolina, Paine College
in Augusta, and FiskJiniversity and Meharry Medical College in Nashville,
Tennessee. Most outstanding among the members of Saint Paul who attended
institutions of higher learning were Doctors Brown Wright and Elbert M.
Whelchel, who received degrees from Meharry, the former the M. 0. degree,
and the latter the 0. D. $. degree.^
Some of the more influential and articulate Negro citizens of Hall
County were on the membership roll of Saint Paul. George Stephens, a
successful Negro tailor, was a member, also Miss Ida Simpson, Miss Charrie
Stephens and Hiss Jennie Moreland, who were teachers in Gainesville during
this time. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cifors, who owned real estate and were
2
socially prominent in the Negro community, were mendiers of Saint Paul.
Saint Paul was organized in 1885, and was located at that time on
North Bradford Street, which is presently an all white neighborhood. The
church was completely demolished by a tornado in 1903. It was following
hbid.
^Mrs. Ella Rucker and Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interviews.
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this disaster that Saint Paul was moved to its present site on Summitt
Street. Nelson Jackson, a prosperous member of the church, donated the
land for the edifice, which was estimated at that time to be worth less
than $900. But compared to other Negro churches, and some white churches,
in Hall County at that time, it was above them in value.^
The activities of the churches were very simple and unpretentious.
There were the usual Sunday sermons; but these itfere not delivered each
Sunday in most cases. In some of the Baptist churches, the Baptist
Young People's Union or B. Y. P. U. was a popular feature of the activi>
ties. There was the Junior and Senior Epworth Leagues in the Methodist
church, which was tantamount to the B. Y. P. U. in the Baptist church.
There were also weddings, funerals and baptisms, and the various other
special events connected with the church. Sometimes the churches were
used by the various fraternal groups to serve as a facility for their
district meetings. Some of the churches also sponsored excursions to
various points of interest in Georgia and neighboring states. Saint John,
while under the pastorate of Reverend Green Hunter, was recognized for
2its popular excursions.
The most popular activity of the churches of Hall County was the
convening of the Annual Association in the Baptist denomination, and the
Annual Conference in the Methodist Church. In 1902, while Reverend Green
Hunter was the Moderator, the Northwestern Baptist Association met in
3
Gainesville at the Saint John Baptist Church. An article relative to an
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors, Mrs. Ella Rucker and Mr. Doc Harrison, pri¬
vate interviews.
ZGeorqia Cracker, September 24, 1902, p. 1.
3lbid.
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earlier meeting of the Association reported:
Gainesville was literally filled with Negroes on
Sunday* who came to attend the Western Colored Baptist
Association which met at Saint John Baptist Church. An
excursion over the G. J. S- S. Railroad brought many here*
and large numbers of others came over the Southern* and
from counties surrounding Gainesville. The crowd was quiet
and orderly and good behavior prevailed.^
One would think that the editor of the Georgia Cracker would be
least concerned about the conduct of the members of the convention; but
evidence suggests that many other social functions* some questionable*
were carried on besides the pious work of the church.^ It should be
remembered that the meeting of the Association was one of the* if not the
most* outstanding social events of Negro life at that time.
In 1897 when the North Georgia Conference of the Colored Methodist
Church met in Gainesville* the editor spoke of the splendid manner in
which the delegates were entertained.^ Several months before the Confer¬
ences met* a smaller meeting of the C. M. E. Church was held in Gainesville.
A notice in the Georgia Cracker reported:
There will be a rally and quarterly meeting at the court¬
house Saturday and Sunday* September 11th and 12th for the
benefit of the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church. The pre¬
siding elder will be here and the members invite their white
friends and public generally to help them in their efforts
to build a new church.^
The churches were not without their infamous moments. In 1900,
Reverend C. W. Jones* pastor of the Colored Methodist Church* hanged
^Ibid., October 9* 1897* p» 5»
2
Mr. Doc Francis Harrison* private interview.
^Georgia Cracker. December 18* 1897* p* 4
^Ibid., September 4* 1897* p» 2.
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himself In the presence of his four year old daughter. The rumors said
that he became distraught when his wife left him» and returned to her
native home in Stephens County. The reason for her departure is unknown,^
however, the home life of many Negro preachers was no higher than that of
his neighbor. In morality, as reflected in temperance, debt paying and
2
honesty, and sexual behavior, he had much to learn.
Although the Negro church was lacking in many areas, many believed
as did Doctor Du Bois who said:
Religious precepts would rob the white man of his
prejudices and cause him to recognize the Fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man. Christianity is contrary
to the spirit of caste—spiritual kinship transcends all
other relations. The race problem will be solved when
Christianity gains control of the innate wickedness of the
human heart, and men learn to apply in dealing with their
fellows the simple principles of the Golden Rule and the
Sermon on the Mount.3
Social Activities
Because of the many vital needs of the Negro community brought on
by segregation and the caste system, the Negroes of Hall County organized
various social agencies to meet these needs. Insurance companies that
accepted Negro clients were not too common, however, there was a definite
need for some sort of insurance protection. The Odd Fellows, Samaritans,
Knights of Pythias, and various other fraternal groups began to assume
this responsibility. These organizations provided for burial expenses and
a.small donation to those members of the club who were sick and shut-in.
^Georgia Cracker. Septendser 8, 1900, p. 7.
^Du Bois, The Negro Church, p. 62.
^Ibid.. p. 208.
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Sometimes they made donations to those in dire need of financial support,
but who were not members of the fraternal order. Only members were e1i«>
gible for the other services.^
The Samaritans were organized in Gainesville by Rosa Oliver. The
Georgia Cracker referred to her as one of the most pious Negro women in
2
the city. Of all the social organizations, the Odd Fellows was the most
popular and prosperous among the Negro populace of Hall County. Their
area meetings were frequently held in Gainesville. On these occasions,
the members would parade in their regalia, and then assemble to hear a
visiting speaker or a sermon by one of the local ministers. The days
festivities would be highlighted by a picnic or a banquet. There were
many banquet halls in Gainesville that were used regularly by Negroes
for fund-raising or social events. The fraternal orders also sponsored
•»
excursions."^
The excursions were a very popular leisure-time activity during this
time. Many excursions came to Gainesville for church events or to attend
baseball games or for any other social reason. They sometimes came just
to allow people to visit or shop. Just as excursions came to Gainesville,
many left the city for other destinations. In 1903, when a tornado virtu¬
ally destroyed the Negro settlement of Gainesville, most of the Negroes were in
4
Monroe, Georgia on an excursion. Only one Negro was killed.
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interview.
^Georgia Cracker. May 27, 1899, p. 5.
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors, private interview.
^Mr. Doc Francis Harrison, private interview.
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"Negro Day" at the 1899 Georgia State Fair caused an excursion to
leave Gainesville for the event in Atlanta. Booker T. Washington was
scheduled to speak and a thousand voice choir was to render music.^
One of the grandest excursions to leave Gainesville was planned by
T. H. Sanders* R. H. Chamblee* H. C. Crissler* and W. N. Watson* all Negro
citizens of Gainesville. The trip was planned to run between Seneca*
South Carolina and Atlanta. Cars were reserved for white patrons* and
Colonel Tom Hanie* a white man* was in charge of policing the event.^
Adequate police protection was necessary since many disturbances and fights
occurred on the return trip* which found some of the participants drunk*
and others fatigued and therefore over responsive.
"Notwithstanding the constructive work of these organizations* their
very existence incensed many white people. For one thing* the latter
objected to Negroes designating their groups by the same names as those
of the whites."^ Not only did whites object to these Negro social organi¬
zations having the same names as their clubs* they also feared the secret
nature of the organizations. They did not fear other white secret social
clubs* only those formed by Negroes. The reason for this fear resulted
from the uncertainty* on the part of vrfiites* as to just what these secret
orders were planning. It is perfectly safe to say that they often envis¬
ioned these groups making preparations for a full-scale revolt against the
outrages that were being inflicted on them by members of the white society.
^Georgia Cracker. October 7* 1899* p. 8.
^Ibid., August 24, 1901* p. 9»
^Bacote* "Some Aspects of Negro Life in Georgia 1880-1915*” p* 199.
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In 1906, Hoke Smith won the gubernatorial election over Clark Howell,
on a platform based on the disfranchisement of the Negro*
The session of the legislature following the election was
a memorable one for the Negro not only because It enacted a
disfranchisement amendment but also for the effort on the part
of some of Its members to enact legislation which would curtail
his social and civic activities. This was especially true with
reference to Negro lodges and fraternities.^
In 1898, when a group of Gainesville Negro men organized a military
company, the effort was dubiously regarded by the white press of Gaines¬
ville. The editor wrote:
The negroes of Gainesville are organizing a military com¬
pany. At a meeting held Thursday night, Ed Jones was elected
captain and Lem Heyward first lieutenant. About twenty negroes
have joined and signified their willingness to take up arms for
their country. The company Is being ostensibly for the purpose
of going to war If needed and their services will be tendered
to the Governor.2
It Is In the latter statement that the editor reveals his doubts as
to the real purpose for the organization of a Negro military company,
suggesting some ulterior motive was Involved.
In addition to the social activities mentioned above, there were
the usual barbecues, parties, banquets and the very popular baseball games.
The Negroes of Gainesville, In 1903, had a team known as the "Gainesville
Greasers".^ The Negroes had a separate recreation area on the lake,
located just a short distance from the same of the whites. At this loca¬
tion could be found their baseball diamond, a pavilion, and barbecue faci¬
lities. The recreation area was located In a predomlnaAtly white part of
town, and streetcars ran shuttles to transport the local Negro citizenry
hbld.. p. 200.
ZGeorqla Cracker, April 16, I898, p. 8.
^Gainesville News. September 16, 1903, p» 2.
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and those who came to Gainesville on excursions for the grand events
that were often held, to the recreation site.^
There were the usual rough-house parties that generally ended in a
row. Whites often frequented these affairs, usually with some evil
designs in mind. These white visitors were sometimes repelled by the
Negroes present for one reason or another.^
Negroes attended lectures in large numbers. These were generally
held in churches or the county courthouse.^
In the final analysis of the social activities of Negroes in Hall
County between 1897 and 1908, it is safe to conclude that they were typi¬
cal of Negroes throughout Georgia and the South.
Justice
An investigation of any locale for any period of time would reveal
criminally activities of some sort by participants of all races and eco¬
nomic groups. Whether these crimes are felonies or misdemeanors is not of
great significance, the point is that crimes have always, and in all prob¬
ability, will continue to exist, in one form or another. The manner in
which justice is meted out is of much importance.
During the latter half of the Nineteenth Century, history shows that
justice is not blind, but was thoroughly and prejudicially cognizant of
color and race. By 1897 there were 2,235 convicts in the State Penitenti-
^Mrs. Roberta Cifors and Mr. Doc F. Harrison, private interviews.
2
Georgia Cracker, December 8, 1900, p. 2.
^Ibid.. December 18, 1897» p« 4
ary of Georgia. The majority of these were Negro men.^ The Negro female
convicts also greatly outnumbered the white. What could have caused this
one-sided situation? Although the Negro population was smaller than
the white, were they more inclined toward criminal behavior? Were Negroes
shackled with innate criminal tendencies that could not be eradicated?
Or were Negroes, ostensibly arrested for alleged crimes and sentenced to
serve time in the state penitentiary, but in fact were the source of a
labor supply to accommodate the convict lease system? The latter is more
credible than any of the others.
Georgia was one of the first states to establish the convict lease
system. The practice of contracting out prisoners became legalized in
1866.2
The problem of disposing of convicts in such a way as to
render them least troublesome and expensive to the government
and at the same time insure them humane and proper treatment
has always been a perplexing one. One method of procedure has
been to employ convicts on public works which gives the state
some compensation for supporting such prisoners. Another method
has been the contract system, under which convicts are incarcer¬
ated in a central penitentiary under the control of the state
but are made to work for private companies who contract with the
state for that labor.3
The actual crimes and the alleged crimes committed by Negroes in
Hall County ran the gamut from public drunkenness to murder. When Negroes
were arrested, especially for minor crimes, fine or bonds would be placed
on them that they could not pay. When they failed to post bond or pay the
fine they were required to work out their fines on the city streets. In
'a. Elizabeth Taylor, '’The Origin and Development of the Convict
Lease System in Georgia," Georgia Historical Quarterly, XXVI (June, 1942),
126-27.
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1897» fourteen boys, one white and thirteen Negroes, were arrested for
playing "craps” In the Negro settlement which ended In a row. J. B.
Gaston, mayor of Gainesville at the time, promptly Imposed fines, which he
gave them the option of paying or working out on the street.^ Not once
In this Investigation did evidence show where a Negro was placed on pro¬
bation for minor offenses.
Ben Joe Osborne was placed under $100 bond when he was arrested for
a crime unknown to the writer. The Georgia Cracker reported that Osborne
was given a dollar by a white roan to buy liquor. He promised to "fetch
red rye", but decided later to spend It otherwise. The white man then
2
told the officers to arrest Osborne for larceny after trust. This Is a
clear case of fabricated charges aimed at arresting a Negro. A case
Involving a Negro boy who stole meat from a market prompted the editor of
the Georgia Cracker to Indicate that the boy will probably serve time on
the "chain gang".3 In July, 1901, Janie Roe, a young Negro girl was
accused of arson. There was some doubt as to her gullt.^ There were
numerous references to men who were arrested for gambling. When a group
of Negroes were caught gambling at W. M. Chamblee's house, he was accused
of operating a gambling house and put under $250 bond.^ Alex Johnson was
convicted of simple larceny for stealing a pair of shoes from the Southern
depot. For this crime he was given a sentence of twenty-five dollars or
twelve months. He was unable to pay the fine, and was consequently sent
^Georgia Cracker. August 28, 1897, p. 3»
2lb1d.. August 14, 1897, p. 3»
3lb1d.. August 27, 1897, p. 1.
^Ibld.. July 13, 1901, p. 1.
^Ibld.. April 13, 1901, p. 1.
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to the chain gang.^ For an alleged assault on a white woman and her
daughter, Bose Freeman was given twenty years.^ And so the examples con¬
tinue.
There were very few examples of whites who were arrested for commit¬
ting various crimes. Murder was the crime for which most whites were
frequently arrested. The editor of the Georgia Cracker very strongly
favored reforms for equal punishment under the law. An editorial reprinted
from the Blakely Observer stated: ’’Make the punishment for a rich and
influential murderer Just as speedy and certain as it is for the poverty
striken negro who has stolen a sack of flour or a pound of bacon.
According to Dr. Du Bois, there were few crimes reported in Hall
County, according to Negroes, while Negroes of neighboring Jackson County
L
reported a great deal of criminal activity in their area. Whether
Negroes in Hall County did or did not commit a lot of crimes is beside
the point, the fact is that they were arrested, in many instances for the
least provocation. The records do not show an equal distribution of
arrests of whites, although they out-numbered Negroes. Georgia's prison
population in 1904 showed 1,973 Negro males and 86 Negro females to 249
white males and 7 white females.^
How many of these were from Hall County is not known, but the condi¬
tions of those who were so imprisoned was pathetic. The convict lease
^Ibid.. December 1, 1900, p. 2.
^Ibid.. July 29, 1900, p. 2.
^Ouoted in ibid., October 29» I898, p. 2.




camps were most often inhumane and atrocious. Sleeping quarters were
often too small; the length of time for sleeping too short; religious
services were neglected; water facilities were inadequate; personal clean¬
liness of the convicts was generally neglected, and cruel and unusual
punishment was inflicted.^
The convicts were hired to work as coal miners, iron ore miners,
construction workers, public workers, pottery workers, farmers, and just
2
about any thing that the prison authorities contracted them to do.
Although after 1897 conditions appeared to have improved, the evils
persisted in a more obscure manner. However, by 1908 public opinion had
become so vocal against the convict lease system that it was abolished
3
by a special session of the General Assembly.*'




Negroes in Hall County, Georgia, between 1897 and 1908, were typ{«
cal of Negroes throughout the South and the nation. Generally speaking,
they were poor, uneducated, unsophisticated, and politically unstable.
Because of the nature of society at that time, which saw the institution
of segregation and the caste system firmly rooted in the Southern way of
life, the Hall County Negroes were forced to develop a society of their
own, that was separate from that of the tdiites.
Although some Negroes made a prosperous livelihood for themselves
by operating business enterprises that catered, almost exclusively to
white patronage, these were few in number, and the masses of Negroes in
Hall County were not directly affected by the efforts of these Negro
businessmen.
Host whites in Gainesville and Hall County at this time regarded the
Negro as being inferior, uncouth, lazy, criminally inclined, gullible, and
in many instances, inhuman. All of these adjectives, according to white
thinking, automatically qualified the black man for second-class citi¬
zenship, and the very idea that Negroes would contemplate first-class
citizenship was repulsive and bordered on insanity.
The Negroes of Hall County were used at every turn, whether it was
in politics, or economic endeavors, or education, or even in social acti¬
vities. Any resistance by Negroes to these demeaning efforts of white
Hall countians, met with disapproval and hostility.
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But through it all, the Negroes of Hall County continued to per¬
severe* They anxiously looked for the silver lining through the dark
clouds of doubt and despair* With God at the center of their lives* they
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